
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE. 65 W.A.I.G. 

CUMULATIVE DIGEST 

MATTERS REFERRED TO IN DECISIONS OF INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT, INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND 
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES CONTAINED IN VOL. 65 PART 1, SUB PART 7. 

'Denotes Industrial Appeal Court Decision. 
^Denotes Full Bench Decision. 

3Denotes Commission in Court Session Decision. 
'Denotes Decision of President. 

ACTS-INTERPRETATION OF 
'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WA1G 876) dismissing application by Association of Professional Engineers, Australia 

(APEA) to be registered as union — Appellant claimed Full Bench erred in law on two grounds — Firstly, in deciding that by reason of 
APEA's eligibility for membership rule so as to include academic staff, it was incapable of registration and thus Full Bench without 
jurisdiction — Secondly, in finding registration neither necessary or desirable for purposes and objects of I. A. Act — Court found it 
necessary to deal only with first ground — Court rejected appellant's argument that all that was necessary was for there to be a 
minimum number of employees amongst membership to justify registration under section 53 1. A. Act — Clear statutory intention that 
unions consisting of employees as defined by l.A. Act should consist of only employees and not non-employees as well — Court found 
Full Bench correct in deciding it had no jurisdiction to register APEA as union — Dismissed — Engineering  

'Jurisdiction of Commission to introduce award conditions for "outworkers" — Respondents claimed matters came within prerogative 
of management and were therefore excluded by section 7 (1) l.A. Act — Majority disagreed given that such provisions already in other 
State/Federal awards, provisions not in conflict with Factories & Shops Act and because such matters couldn't be excluded by a "loose 
claim" that employers have "some sole right of control" over outworkers — Fielding C., noted an earlier decision (1984, 58 ALJR475) 
which made managerial prerogative a less restrictive factor, but also noted that other tribunals do not have the express limitations set 
out in the l.A. Act — See under "Award" for remainder of findings — Clothing Trades  

Orders sought correcting alleged errors in awards — Applicants submitted that evidence clearly established error made by parties in dralt- 
ing Tallies and Penalties Clause re method of calculation of earnings for tally workers when processing "overweight" cattle — Ap- 
plicants claimed Commission has power under section 27 I.R. Act or by Commission's "inherent jurisdiction" as Court of Record to 
vary its own orders so as to carry out its own meaning or to make its meaning plain — Commission agreed with respondent and found 
that it does not have specific power of correction other than in course of procedures in running and thus cannot act in accordance with 
section 27 as contended by applicants — Commission also found it does not possess any "inherent jurisdiction" and whilst it con- 
sidered applications worthy of success, it would not allow them — Dismissed — Meat  

Employees sought order for production of contracts of sale by employer before Special Board of Reference — Applicants saw these as 
vital evidence of a scries of transmission of one business with consequent long service leave benefit for them — Respondent consented 
to order for production of documents as long as there was some guarantee of confidentiality of financial information contained in 
them — Commission found applications "misconceived" and, that it lacked authority to issue such orders as Board of Reference was 
not a proceeding before Commission — Dismissed — Nursing Homes  

-Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WA1G 2029) that it had no jurisdiction over matters relating to managerial prerogative prior 
to amendment of Act — Appellant claimed that subject matter, retrenchment/re-employment, was an industrial matter, and that it 
was Commission's practice to treat such matters as industrial issue as long as they did not impinge unfairly on managerial prerogative 
— Respondent made reference to cases where Commission had rejected similar claims as unwarranted intrusion in managerial 
prerogative — T.C. intervened claiming Commission had jurisdiction under primary provision of I.R. Act — Full Bench stated dif- 
ficulty in interpreting intention of exclusion clauses re Act — Full Bench not satisfied Commission had erred in declining to act, 
especially in regard to part of claim that required employer to engage employees in a particular way — Dismissed — Meat  

-Appeal against Magistrate's decision dismissing complaints because he was not satisfied that award applied in absence of evidence as to 
specific location of work site — Alleged breaches occurred at alluvial gold mine at Meekatharra — Appellant claimed Magistrate in er- 
ror, because of existence, as matter of law, of defined area proclaimed as Murchison Goldfieid of which judicial notice ought to have 
been taken without necessity of formal proof — Full Bench pointed out that proclamations and regulations are part of subsidiary 
legislation and have the force of law and so should be within judicial knowledge — Full Bench found that mine site lay within 
geographical boundary of Murchison Goldfieid — Upheld and remitted for further hearing and determination — Mining (Gold)  

'Adoption of terms of order amending Federal Metal Industry Award re termination of employment, introduction of change and re- 
dundancy sought for four State awards — Applicants asked that CICS deal with these claims as "lest" case — Respondents argued 
that applications should not be seen to constitute de facto General Order proceedings and wanted case by case approach retained — 
CICS pointed out that as proceedings not under section 51 of I.R. Act, onus rested on applicants and it was not sufficient to argue that 
claims should be granted to contribute to greater consistency between State and Federal awards — CICS not able to discharge its 
obligations under section 26 of I.R. Act by adopting claim without independent examination of its merits — CICS found that marked 
decline in applications to Commission for severance and redundancy payments in last 12 months lend weight to proposition that 
"broad brush" approach not necessary — Dismissed  

ALLOWANCES 
Fare allowance for workers instructed to attend at meeting held at course more than' 10km from GPO where transport not provided by 

employer — Respondent objected and stated it did not operate on any venue other than its own and thus did not instruct its employees 
to attend elsewhere — Commission found claim to be based on misconception — Dismissed — Clerks (Racing)  

Claim re allowance for hand fallers treating unpruned pine trees, for purposes of making chipboard — Applicant claimed unpruned 
trees not included in current piece rate and work outside what was reasonable and normal — Respondent rejected claims stating that 
piece rate had been struck for all types of felling and unpruned trees should not attract additional compensation; further claimed out- 
side Wage Fixation Principles (64 WAIG 2210) — Board concluded from evidence and inspection that work was slower, more difficult, 
outside normal expectations and that current piece rate did not include work on extensive areas of unpruned trees; further that claim 
fell within Principles 4.e. and 9.b.(ii) — Board estimated worker's production reduced by 20 per cent — Allowance granted — Timber. 

'Site allowance for construction work and travelling allowance sought by security employees — Applicant referred to other awards/agree- 
ments where security employees received benefits of conditions peculiar to construction projects — Respondent denied claim and refer- 
red to Australian Commission decision (E 1317) in which payment made only for those employees suffering disability associated with 
construction on site — CICS found nothing indicating disabilities of this workplace to be different from any other site where gatekeep- 
ing and watching duties were undertaken — CICS pointed out that because disabilities were experienced by persons normally engaged 
on construction work, this should not give rise to an automatic conclusion that others on site experienced same disabilities — As 
regards travelling allowance, CICS awarded some compensation for employees using private transport — Granted in part — Security 
Industry  
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ALLOWANCES —continued 
:Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2179) refusing allowance for employees holding a sterilising technology certificate — 

Appellant claimed Commission failed to deal with merits of case and had erred in ruling it outside its jurisdiction — Full Bench stated 
that as similar allowances are found in many awards, it fell within definition of an industrial matter and therefore was under Commis- 
sion's jurisdiction — However Full Bench found merits of claim had been covered by Commission and upheld decision that it fell out- 
side "principles" — Dismissed  

'Allowance sought for control room operators to compensate for interrupted meal breaks when only one operator on shift — Granted 
except when short term relief provided for purposes of taking meal break — Security  

Increases in meal m'oney, millwrights' and bush carpenters', first aid certificate and disability allowances sought — Union claimed very 
existence of Principle 9 was prima facie cause for granting claims whereas respondent argued that onus was on union to show why 
claims should be granted — Commission's attitude based on metal trades decision (at 46 WAIG 10 at 727) which stated that when 
special rates have been determined by industrial authority following investigation and substantial depreciation in value of those rates 
has occurred, there is a strong prima facie case for adjusting them — On this basis Commission adjusted meal money and disability 
allowance — Commission found fact that union had not sought to vary amounts of other two over such a long period when infla- 
tionary rates were very high, lends support to respondent's view that increases not justified — As union had not provided any evidence 
to support its claim for increases in millwrights and bush carpenters' and first aid certificate allowances, that part of claim was refused 
— Granted in part — Timber  

Interpretation of Special Rates and Provisions Clause — Applicant sought answer to question re whether two motor mechanics employed 
in separate garage are "employed in and about an abattoir or in a rendering section of a tallow works" — Applicant proposed negative 
answer — Applicant suggested clause was intended to apply to the individual workers physically employed in abattoir, since "about" 
means both "in" and "about" — Commission accepted applicant's analysis to be correct and declared that phrase did not include 
workshop for purpose of Clause — Meat  

Site Allowance sought for workers at reservoir site — Members of applicant union required to perform work under same conditions as 
contractors at site already in receipt of allowance — Respondent noted Australian Commission had not ratified site allowance paid to 
contractors — Commission found members already in receipt of construction allowance and claim "outside the wage fixation prin- 
ciples" — Dismissed — Water Supply  

Site allowance sought for construction work at new water tower — Applicant claimed entitlement over and above construction allowance 
already received on basis that disabilities were extreme and site had previously been granted the allowance (Print F 4427, F 5643) — 
Respondent claimed construction allowance adequately compensated employees /'edisabilities — Commission inspected site and found 
conditions not sufficiently exceptional to warrant allowance payment — Dismissed — Water Supply  

Increases in meal money for Government Printing Office employees sought — Union contended general conditions of award reflected 
those of the Federal "Graphic Arts" Award — Respondent denied contention, claiming basis of conditions in other State Government 
employees' awards and that increase should be to S3.80 not S3.95 — Commission could not discover whether general conditions were 
derived from Federal Award as were wage rates — Commission found respondent inaccurate as other State Government awards con- 
tained increase sought — Increases to S3.90 had recently been granted to other awards and Commission found this amount to be pro- 
per — Granted in part — Printing  

APPRENTICES AND JUNIORS 
•Appeal against Industrial Magistrate's decision that Appellant's employee "was not indentured and therefore was entitled to be paid 

adult wage pursuant to award" — Full Bench found it was parties' intent and a fact that contract was one of apprenticeship, notwith- 
standing it was not registered as required by Industrial Training Act — Further that because contract of apprenticeship was 
unregistered award had no application to work done pursuant to that contract — Full Bench stated that case revealed that Commission 
appeared to lack jurisdiction in respect to an unregistered contract of apprenticeship and that the matter may require attention of 
legislature — Full Bench found the contract in issue arose from bona fide relationship and award had no application — Upheld — 
Building '.  781 

ANNUAL LEAVE 
Question re whether applicant dismissed from employment or not, in relation to section 29 (2) (a) application — Conflicting evidence — 

Applicant claimed dismissal and respondent stated she'd resigned — Commission preferred applicant's evidence and found dismissal 
in all circumstances unfair — Commission satisfied there was no suggestion that applicant had in any way been derelict in performance 
of her duties — Compensation awarded but claims re outstanding annual leave entitlements and unpaid overtime failed — Commission 
pointed out there was no entitlement to pro rata annual leave unless specifically agreed to in contract — Commission also found agree- 
ment for employee to be paid for overtime did not exist — Granted in part — Business College  

Annual leave loading claimed as entitlement owing under contract of service — Applicant's work as trainee technician not covered by 
award but contract based on related award — Applicant claimed MVi per cent loading on accrued annual leave as prescribed by award 
— Respondent argued that the MZi per cent loading payable only "during a period of annual leave" — Commission found award ex- 
pressly mentioned that loading not payable on proportionate leave due on termination — Concluded that loading only payable where 
leave fully accrued —Granted — Engineering  

Two airfare entitlements sought during one period of annual leave — Respondent objected stating that entitlement could only be claimed 
prior to proceeding on leave — Commission found that although award provisions allowed for "two airfares per year", it was to be 
construed as "one airfare per period of leave" — Dismissed — Maritime  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to keep satisfactory time and wages record, underpayment of wages and annual leave — Magistrate 
accepted defendant's time and wages record as the most reliable evidence re days worked by employee, but not satisfied with 
employee's evidence re his belief that his position was full-time — On evidence, Magistrate accepted that terms of employment had 
changed at time of downturn in industry and found that employee was only entitled to payment for days actually worked — Award did 
not imply that an employee be paid full wages regardless of number of days or hours worked — However, service found to be con- 
tinuous for purpose of Annual Leave clause — Complaints proved, although re-calculation of wages underpayment necessary in view 
of Magistrate's findings — Building Construction  

Benefits (holiday pay, pro rata long service leave) allegedly due under contract of service, sought by applicant — Question whether appli- 
cant was an employee or independent contractor under a special agreement — Ex gratia payment received for past service — Commis- 
sion found applicant to be an employee but accepted respondent's evidence that the special agreement made no mention of annual 
leave entitlements and moneys paid was "an all inclusive figure" — Commission not satisfied applicant entitled to more than the an- 
nual leave already taken by him — Pro rata long service leave beyond Commission's jurisdiction under Section 29 (2) — Dismissed — 
Building  
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AWARDS 
Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Magistrate accepted that work fell within definition of Award — Registration of 

business name not the same as that of Defendant named — Magistrate satisfied that on balance of probabilities that defendant was 
respondent to award in question — Complaint proved  

Union objected to claimant's retention of contractor to perform work of servicing and maintaining airconditioning units in light vehicles 
— Decision rested on Commission's interpretation of 'Utilisation of Contractors' Clause in relevant award — Commission's inter- 
pretation differed from that of both parties in its broadness and stated that Clause constituted "implied recognition of right of clai- 
mant to retain the services of contractors to perform all kinds of work" — In addition Clause implied that claimant must retain con- 
tractors' services without raising threats against employees' security leading to industrial dislocation — Commission decided on 
balance of evidence that no threat to claimant's employees arose, therefore claimant should not be prevented from retaining contractor 
— Declaration issued accordingly — Granted — Iron Ore (Contracting)  

•'Introduction of award conditions for "outworkers" — Union sought to bring State award into line with Federal award as re limits on 
number of outworkers allowed, provision of 38 hours of work/week, free delivery of their work, keeping of time and wages records 
and allowing union inspection of such — C.I.C.'s noted previous occasions when similar claims rejected as unnecessary/unsubstan- 
tiated, etc — Fielding C., questioned the effectiveness of such conditions given that much of the "outwork" in question was done for 
retailers by "sub-contractors", who would not be "caught" by the Award — However, Majority accepted Union's submission re in- 
creased numbers of outworkers/their competitive advantage over factory workers, and agreed that the problems which had lead to the 
inclusion of outworkers provisions in the Federal award now also existed in W.A. — Claims granted, with exception of claim for "Mix- 
ed Functions" clause, given its specific exclusion in the Federal award — Clothing Trades  

2 Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2141) awarding FMWU coverage of certain workers to exclusion of FLAIEU in grant- 
ing of new award — Full Bench considered heart of problem to be question whether aged hostels or mental care establishments fall 
within accommodation industry notwithstanding that they are hospitals for purpose of FMWU's constitutional rule — In 1976 CICS 
(57 WAIG 89) answered this question in affirmative and principal thrust of appellant's argument was that Commission departed from 
that finding upon flimsiest evidence of changed circumstance — Full Bench refused to interfere with decision of Commission on in- 
dustrial coverage and dismissed appeal on those grounds — However, Full Bench found Commission paid insufficient attention to all 
important question as to whether rates claimed could be awarded having regard for work value and Wage Fixing Principles — On that 
basis Full Bench remitted case to Commission for further hearing and determination — Upheld in part — Aged and Disabled Persons 
Hostels  

'New award sought for furniture trade employees — Parties consented to all provisions except those re overtime and contract of service 
— Commission rejected applicant's claim re overtime as outside principles of restraint on labour costs — Commission reluctant to 
change contract of service, despite fact that provisions claimed is found in most industries, because insufficient reasons were given as to 
why a one day notice as in replaced award, should no longer exist (see 42 WAIG 135, 138 and 52 WAIG 948) — Commission found as 
regards provisions parties had consented to, it could only accept claims that complied with the wage fixation Principles — Award 
issued accordingly — Furniture  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to pay meal allowance, overtime and additional rates — Question re whether employee was a 
"manager" or "shop assistant in charge" as covered by award — Magistrate pointed out that in determining principle of major and 
substantial employment tests is not merely matter of quantifying time spent on various elements of work but also quality of different 
types of work — Magistrate found employee not covered by award — Dismissed — Retail    

Employer sought amendment to award to enable him to employ trained Child Care Worker (CCW) as untrained aide — Commission 
stated that applicant has a right to employ most appropriate employee but not to have duties of a trained C.C.W. performed at rate of 
pay of an untrained aide merely by describing a position as that of an aide — Commission satisfied that application should be allowed 
in proviso that C.C.W.'s already in applicant's employ remain in that capacity and parties confer to agree upon award definitions that 
would help differentiate between C.C.W.'s and aides and their respective duties — Application withdrawn upon insurance of new 
award for C.C.W's — Children's Services  

Dispute as to which union should have right to enrol operators at planned automated can production plant — BEU claimed conditions of 
Brewing Industry and Malting Industry Award should apply to operators — Question concerned with matter of interpretation of con- 
stitution rules of AM WSU and BEU leaving survivors to enter into negotiations with respondent after that matter decided — Essence 
of BEU's case was that respondent is closely aligned with brewery and cans produced by respondent provide key element in brewing in- 
dustry and work of operators not covered by another union, it must fall within BEU's rule — Commission found respondent to be 
organisation with corporate identity its own and its work did not fall within that contemplated by BEU's rule — Consequently 
AMSWU able to continue negotiations and BEU's application dismissed — Can Production  

'Appeal against Commission's decision refusing application of TWU and FEDFU to be joined to proceedings so that they would become 
parties to award when it issued — Respondents sought award to apply to workers in mining and processing of diamantiferous ore to 
which AWU would be party — Appellants sought to show that work for which they seek coverage is not embraced within membership 
rule of AWU in that AWU rule covers only metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw only question to be whether at time decision was 
made to exclude appellants from award there was material before Commission to support that decision — Full Bench stated that to 
ascertain worker's eligibility for membership, it is first necessary to locate in rule industry in which he/she is employed and then to ex- 
amine exceptions and exclusions to see whether he/she is excluded from eligibility for membership — Following this procedure, Full 
Bench found no reason to suggest that meaning of word "mining" should derestricted to metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw over- 
riding consideration in Commission's decision to secure peaceful carrying on of industry and to permit it to function in most eflicient 
manner — Halliwell, C. dissenting — Dismissed — Mining (Diamonds)  

BOARD AND LODGING 
Increased meal and accommodation charges sought by consent — Several unions whose members employed in Public Hospitals were 

affected by proposed variation and sought leave to intervene which Commission granted — With introduction of 38 hour week unions 
respondent to award agreed to raised charges as "trade offs" — Interveners argued that what present parties traded off to achieve 
reduction in working hours should not be visited upon other employees to whom same considerations do not apply — Commission 
recognised obvious repercussive effects of variation but could not see how in practice it could be avoided — Commission found in 
absence of any contractual obligation between applicants and interveners relating to supply of meals and/or accommodation, in- 
terveners' members wishing to use facilities must pay charges which have been accepted by majority of employees — Granted — 
Hospital  

BOARD OF REFERENECE 
Employees sought order for production of contracts of sale by employer before Special Board of Reference — Applicants saw these as 

vital evidence of a series of transmission of one business with consequent long service leave benefit for them — Respondent consented 
to order for production of documents as long as there was some guarantee of confidentiality of finanacial information contained in 
them — Commission found applications "misconceived" and, that it lacked authority to issue such orders as Board of Reference was 
not a proceeding before Commission — Dismissed — Nursing Homes  734 
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BONUS 
Alleged non payment of contractual benefit — Applicant claimed payment of a bonus with no minimum qualifying period was 

guaranteed during interview preparatory to employment — Respondent answered that applicant had been told bonus was discretionary 
and payable only at end of financial year, but by that time applicant was no longer employed — Commission preferred evidence of 
employee and was satisfied that bonus formed part of contract — Commission found real test to be "whether by their conduct, their 
words and their behaviour, rather than their thoughts, an intelligent bystander would infer that there should be contractual liability in 
respect to the accuracy of the representations" — Even though employee had resigned prior to end of financial year, Commission 
found there had been substantial performance of contract — Compensation set at minimum that satisfied promised amount — 
Granted — Retail (Food)  

BREACH OF AWARD 
Alleged breach of award re failure to allow inspection of time and wages record — Magistrate satisfied that demand for inspection made 

by accredited union official during usual office hours — However, defendant denied employing anybody during relevant period who 
would be bound by terms of award — Magistrate found evidence insufficient to establish that defendant employed persons subject to 
award in question — Dismissed — Plumbing  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Magistrate accepted that work fell within definition of Award — Registration of 
business name not the same as that of Defendent named — Magistrate satisfied that on balance of probabilities that defendant was 
respondent to award in question — Complaint proved  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Original copy of application not in evidence as only photocopies available — 
Magistrate found on basis of his own investigation and fact that defendant submitted himself to jurisdiction, he was able to deal with 
case on its merits — Magistrate satisfied on balance of probabilities that defendant was in building construction industry and that com- 
plainant employed on construction work as defined by award — Complaint proved — Building (Construction)  

Alleged breach of award re Time and Wages Record — Complainant refused access to records because defendant wanted to be present 
during inspection — Magistrate satisfied that complainant had fully complied with necessary procedures under I.A. Act re access to 
employer's records — Magistrate found defendant's refusal to grant access to records constituted a breach of award — Proved — 
Manufacturing  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to keep satisfactory time and wages record, underpayment of wages and annual leave — Magistrate 
accepted defendent's time and wages record as the most reliable evidence re days worked by employee, but not satisfied with 
employee's evidence re his belief that his position was full-time — On evidence, Magistrate accepted that terms of employment had 
changed at time of downturn in industry and found that employee was only entitled to payment for days actually worked — Award did 
not imply that an employee be paid full wages regardless of number of days or hours worked — However, service found to be con- 
tinuous for purpose of Annual Leave clause — Complaints proved, although re-calculation of wages underpayment necessary in view 

• of Magistrate's findings — Building Construction  
Alleged breach of award — Question re whether complainant was employed under the category of probationary sales representative 

as defined within the award — Complainant claimed entitlement to a higher rate of pay based on prior sales experience and consequent 
exemption of a probationary period — Magistrate found that complainant's work experience did not fall within industries set out in the 
award and thus he should be paid at a probationary rate — Granted in part — Sales  

Time and wages record — Complain re failure to show records to union official — Defendant claimed that his industry was award free 
and staff were under contract — Magistrate found that industry was covered by an award but was not satisfied defendant was in an 
employer/employee relationship thus obligating him to keep and show records — Dismissed — Veterinary  

Overtime payment claimed for work done on rostered day off — Question re whether roster was altered by notation only or in real terms 
— Magistrate found that the roster had not been altered in real terms and thus employee entitled to overtime — Proven — Hospital  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Question re whether employee covered by award — Magistrate not satisfied on 
evidence that work carried out was covered by award — Dismissed — Electronics  

Alleged breach of award re failure to keep accurate "Time and Wages" book and failure to pay overtime — Magistrate found employer 
was bound by award and employee's work covered under same — Magistrate accepted evidence of employee as to hours worked and 
found defendant's time and wages record to be unsatisfactory — Proven — Metal Trades  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to pay iheal allowance, overtime and additional rates — Question re whether employee was a 
"manager" or "shop assistant in charge" as covered by award — Magistrate pointed out that in determining principle of major and 
substantial employment test is not merely matter of quantifying time spent on various elements of work but also quality of different 
types of work — Magistrate found employee not covered by award — Dismissed — Retail  

Alleged breaches of award re unauthorised increase in rate of wages — Defendant admitted that wages of machinists employed by it were 
increased against order of Commission — Magistrate found that although defendant acted to maintain production of newspaper after 
illegal industrial action by employees, a deliberate breach of award could not be leniently dealt with — Magistrate found that due to 
number of complaints penalty fairly imposed should be for overall breach and fined $750 — Proved — Printing  

•Appeal against Magistrate's decision dismissing complaints because he was not satisfied that award applied in absence of evidence as to 
specific location of work site — Alleged breaches occurred at alluvial gold mine at Meekatharra — Appellant claimed Magistrate in er- 
ror, because of existence, as matter of law, of defined area proclaimed as Murchison Goldfield of which judicial notice ought to have 
been taken without necessity of formal proof — Full Bench pointed out that proclamations and regulations are part of subsidiary 
legislation and have the force of law and so should be within judicial knowledge — Full Bench found that mine site lay within 
geographical bounday of Murchison Goldfield — Upheld and remitted for further hearing and determination — Mining (Gold)  

Alleged breaches of award re holidays and annual leave/overtime — Question re application of award — Magistrate stated that defendant 
was a building contractor and had employed complainant as a builder's labourer — Magistrate established re evidence that defendant 
was within industry of making and constructing portable houses and was bound by the award — Magistrate found complainant entitl- 
ed to benefits claimed and gave liberty to apply re wages — Proven — Building  

;Appeal against Industrial Magistrate's decision that Appellant's employee "was not indentured and therefore was entitled to be paid 
adult wage pursuant to award" — Full Bench found it was parties' intent and a fact that contract was one of apprenticeship, notwith- 
standing it was not registered as required by Industrial Training Act — Further that because contract of apprenticeship was 
unregistered award had no application to work done pursuant to that contract — Full Bench stated that case revealed that Commission 
appeared to lack jurisdiction in respect to an unregistered contract of apprenticeship and that the matter may require attention of 
legislature — Full Bench found the contract in issue arose from bona fide relationship and award had no application — Upheld — 
Building  

CAPACITY TO PAY 
Application seeking exemption from operation of (base rate) wage increase orders, based on alleged financial incapacity — Wage 

increase orders had specified that exceptions would only be allowed where companies in goldmining industry could show increases 
would have "dire consequences" re their viability (64 WAIG 1773) — Respondents claimed there was no evidence of such in any case 
— Commission agreed in majority of cases presented — However, Commission noted possible damage to viability of North Kalgurli 
Mines Ltd if flow on of increases took place — After noting that paid wage rates included recent indexation increase of overaward 
payments, Commission decided that North Kalgurli should not be exempted from base rate increase, but that paid rates should be less 
the indexation increase of overaward payments — Commission considered such a course maintained uniformity of base rates whilst ad- 
justing overaward payment according to the "individual employer's circumstances", in accordance with the Principles — Other claims 
refused — Gold Mining  194 

40551 — 19 
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued Page 
CLASSIFICATION 

Wage increase sought for four classifications of workers employed at Sunday Times — At Anomalies Conference hearing parties advised 
their only change of success was to establish a work value case — Evidence indicated that major technological changes had significantly 
altered operations in printing and publishing departments — Commission found flow-on to employees at W.A. Newspapers unlikely 
— Calculations of increases made with view to preserving long established relativities among the four classifications — Commission 
found striking of new wage rate applying specifically and to those workers alone, effectively created four new and unique classes — 
Granted — Printing (Newspapers)  690 

Employer sought amendment to award to enable him to employ trained Child Care Worker (CCW) as untrained aide — Commission 
stated that applicant has a right to employ most appropriate employee but not to have duties of a trained C.C. W. performed at rate of 
pay of an untrained aide merely by describing a position as that of an aide — Commission satisfied that application should be allowed 
on proviso that C.C.W.'s already in applicant's employ remain in that capacity and parties confer to agree upon award definitions that 
would help differentiate between C.C.W.'s and aides and their respective duties — Application withdrawn upon insurance of new 
award for C.C.W.'s — Children's Services      699 

CLOTHING 
Application seeking provision in award that employer liable'to pay for clothing if direction re style/colour of clothing or standard ot dress 

issued to employees — Basis of claim was respondent's memorandum stating requirement for particular colour of clothing which was 
later withdrawn — Commission found employer to have right to insist upon certain standard of dress and evidence did not suggest un- 
toward demands — Dismissed — Clerks (Racing)  

Uniform provision sought for clerks in wholesale/retail establishments — Respondent objected, preferring a case by case approach — 
Commission found that need existed for uniform provision and allowed union's claim in so far as it related to provisions found in other 
clerical awards, with a qualification that past practices re uniforms would not be affected — Granted in part — Clerical  

COMPARATIVE WAGE JUSTICE 
'Claim for directive that respondent put airconditioning in particular vehicle — Applicant relied on Transport Workers airconditioning 

case (61 WAIG 1755) and FBU v. FBB (62 WAIG 760) to support claim — Respondent opposed claim on grounds that health and safe- 
ty were not a factor and that it was opposed to current government policy for airconditioning of vehicles — Commission agreed with 
Respondent that claim fell under Principle 11 of Wage Fixation Principles (63 WAIG 2207) as it intended to improve working condi- 
tions of particular employee and as such may be seen as labour cost increase to employer — Commission regarded evidence as insuffi- 
cient and also pointed to important aspect of Principles re applicant's need to demonstrate that other employees not operating in 
similar circumstances — Dismissed — Fire Brigade  

■Introduction of 38 hour week — Union sought "in principle" approval based on "well-recognised nexus" with several Eastern States 
awards — Respondent disputed existence of such nexus and claim that majority of similar workers in other States placed more 
favourably as re hours — CICS adopted Plastic Manufacturing case (64 WAIG 1575) approach and accepted existence of nexus — 
CICS also re-emphasised Watchmaker's case (64 WAIG 1319) approach, i.e. prima facie case exists for adoption of shorter hours 
where it can be shown that majority of like employees elsewhere in Australia are enjoying those hours — CICS decided that when such 
majority existed, Union could make fresh approach — Present claim refused — Laundry  

'Introduction of award conditions for "outworkers" — Union sought to bring State award into line with Federal award as re limits on 
number of outworkers allowed, provision of 38 hours of work/week, free delivery of their work, keeping of time and wages records 
and allowing union inspection of such — C.I.C.'s noted previous occasions when similar claims rejected as unnecessary/unsubstan- 
tiated, etc — Fielding C., questioned the effectiveness of such conditions given that much of the "outwork" in question was done for 
retailers by "sub-contractors", who would not be "caught" by the Award — However, Majority accepted Union's submission re in- 
creased numbers of outworkers/their competitive advantage over factory workers, and agreed that the problems which had lead to the 
inclusion of outworkers provisions in the Federal award now also existed in W.A. — Claims granted, with exception of claim for "Mix- 
ed Functions" clause, given its specific exclusion in the Federal award — ClothingTrades  

'Value of accumulated sick leave to be paid to employee on his retirement/to his dependent's upon his death — Union sought application 
of this aspect of "wharf conditions" to government officer employed at North Quay as Cargo Superintendent — Respondent opposed 
claim on grounds that it would increase labour costs, flow on to other government officers and was contrary to Principles — Collier, 
S.C., was prepared to grant the claim after noting "precedent" created by "Roberts case" (59 WAIG 175) and finding employee con- 
cerned to be readily distinguishable from his fellow government officers because of his work location — However, Majority disagreed 
— Martin C. decided it was inequitable to consider one condition in isolation and ignore a contract which had been accepted from its 
inception as based upon conditions applicable to Public Servants (not wharf conditions) — "Roberts case" had itself made it clear it 
was not a precedent, precendents in the Commission only arising from decisions of Full Bench/CICS — Fielding, C., was also uncon- 
vinced that there would be no flow-ons — Dismissed — Clerical/Shipping  

Application seeking exemption from operation of base rate wage increase orders, based on alleged financial incapacity — Wage increase 
order had specified that exceptions would only be allowed where companies in goldmining industry could show increases would have 
"dire consequences" re their viability (64 WAIG 1773) — Respondents claimed there was no evidence of such in any case — Commis- 
sion agreed in majority of cases presented — However, Commission noted possible damage to viability of North Kalgurli Mines Ltd if 
flow on of increases took place — After noting that paid wage rates included recent indexation increase of overaward payments, Com- 
mission decided that North Kalgurli should not be exempted from base rate increase, but that paid rates should be less the indexation 
increase of overaward payments — Commission considered such a course maintained uniformity of base rates whilst adjusting 
overaward payment according to the "individual employer's circumstances", in accordance with the Principles — Other claims refus- 
ed — Gold Mining  

'Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2141) awarding FMWU coverage of certain workers to exclusion of FLAIEU in grant- 
ing of new award — Full Bench considered heart of problem to be question whether aged hostels or mental care establishments fall 
within accommodation industry notwithstanding that they are hospitals for purpose of FMWU's constitutional rule — In 1976 CICS 
(57 WAIG 89) answered this question in affirmative and principal thrust of appellant's argument was that Commission departed from 
that finding upon flimsiest evidence of changed circumstance — Full Bench refused to interfere with decision of Commission on in- 
dustrial coverage and dismissed appeal on those grounds — However, Full Bench found Commission paid insufficient attention to all 
important question as to whether rates claimed could be awarded having regard for work value and Wage Fixing Principles — On that 
basis Full Bench remitted case to Commission for further hearing and determination — Upheld in part — Aged and Disabled Persons 
Hostels  

'Wage increase sought for market inspectors — Parties agreed that anomaly existed and set operative date for new rate, but could not 
agree on method of setting rate — Parties requested CICS to clarify method used by Commission to adopt the rate struck in 1982, so 
that same rationale could be used — CICS adopted Commission's considerations in adopted Commission's considerations re 1982 
decision — CICS noted that rates fixed did not represent correct work value assessment of duties and responsibilities of employees 
under discussion and gave leave for parties to argue matter, without being prejudiced by current decision, in any post wage fixation 
principles — Granted  
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COMPARATIVE WAGE JUSTICE—continued 
JNew award sought for furniture trade employees — Parties consented to all provisions except those re overtime and contract of service 

— Commission rejected applicant's claim re overtime as outside principles of restraint on labour costs — Commission reluctant to 
change contract of service, despite fact that provision claimed is found in most industries, because insufficient reasons were given as to 
why a one day notice as in replaced award, should no longer exist (see 42 WAIG 135, 138 and 52 WAIG 948) — Commission found as 
regards provisions parties had consented to, it could only accept claims that complied with the wage fixation Principles — Award 
issued accordingly — Furniture  

Tmproved long service leave conditions sought for clerical employees — Applicant claimed that respondent's dairy factory employees 
had obtained these three years prior and that decisions by WA and Australian Commission supported view that employer should not be 
allowed to treat one section of his workforce differently from that of another — Commission saw applicant's case as over-simplified 
and in system where a number of unions deal with one employer separately with respect to segments of his workforce the outcome of 
those negotiations will not necessarily produce same results — Applicant seen to savour of "me tooism" and with underlying concept 
of restraint attached to Wage Fixation Principles, this was not time for departure from standard L.S.L. provisions — Halliwell C. 
dissenting — Dismissed — Dairy (Clerks)  

'Wage increase sought to establish an "equitable base" for electricians employed by Building Management Authority — Claim had been 
referred to a conference by approval of CICS (at 64 WAIG 1338) — Commission on evidence found equity existed with electricians 
employed by Public Works Departments federally and in other states and granted wage increase to being W. A. rates in line — Building 
Management Authority  

Implementation of 38 hour week in baking industry sought by agreement — Some employers bound by award opposed agreement — 
Commission satisfied reasonable steps had been taken to offset costs even though these were significantly less than cost of implementa- 
tion — Granted except to dissenting employers who were excluded subject to approval by CICS re Principle 5 — Granted in part — 
Baking      

Application to change overtime clause so that when workers recalled to work overtime after leaving his employer's premises, whether 
notified before or after leaving premises, shall be paid for minimum of four hours duty — Applicant claimed all its members employed 
by respondent excepting under this award were in receipt of this provision — Respondent argued that significant cost increase with 
possibility of flow on to other awards would result and considered matter should be dealt with by CICS — Commission examined 
origin of minimum payments for recall in other awards and on balance found that four hour minimum payment should not be extended 
to apply to workers notified of impending overtime before leaving employer's premises — Dismissed — Maritime  

Wage increase sought for four classifications of workers employed at Sunday Times — At Anomalies Conference hearing parties advised 
their only change of success was to establish a work value case — Evidence indicated that major technological changes had significantly 
altered operations in printing and publishing departments — Commission found flow-on to employees at W.A. Newspapers unlikely 
— Calculations of increases made with view to preserving long established relativities among the four classifications — Commission 
found striking of new wage rate applying specifically and to those workers alone, effectively created four new and unique classes — 
Granted — Printing (Newspapers)  

Increase in meal money for Government Printing Office employees sought — Union contended general conditions of award reflected 
those of the Federal "Graphic Arts" Award -- Respondent denied contention, claiming basis of conditions in other State Government 
employees' awards and that increase should be to $3.80 not $3.95 Commission could not discover whether general conditions were 
derived from Federal Award as were wage rates — Commission found respondent inaccurate as other State Government awards con- 
tained increase sought — Increase to S3.90 had recently been granted to other awards and Commission found this amount to be proper 
— Granted in part — Printing  

'Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 101) declining to implement that part of its finding relating to weight of 70kg at 
which double penalty should be paid for slaughtering entire male pig — Case was concerned with question of when entire male pig has 
reached stage where its physical characteristics constitute difficulty in killing and dressing for which penalty is provided — Commission 
found it was dealing with "new work" within meaning of wage fixing Principles as appellant's operations in this field had not previous- 
ly been subject to industrial regulation — Commission declined to implement its finding because of its view that it offended Principles 
— Full Bench found Commission erred in failing to apply its finding and stated it would be in accordance with spirit of Principles to 
give effect to that which was found to be fair and equitable — Upheld — Meat  

'Wage increase or discontinuation of wage differentiation re minor/major employers sought for aerated and cordial manufacturing 
employees — Union had failed via anomalies conference to prove an inequity existed with federal and other state awards and applied to 
have application in its entirety heard before CICS — CICS noted similar application had been before CICS in 1983 in which a partial 
wage increase flow on had been granted that reflected wage award but not overaward wage increase in the federal arena in 1982 — 
CICS had noted Australian Commission had not recognised overaward increase as it offended the Wage Fixation Principles — CICS 
stated that present application sought to have 1983 decision reviewed on the grounds of the Commission's increased desire to remedy 
inequities with the rest of the Commonwealth and a nexus with the federal award — CICS found "union failed to make a case for fur- 
ther adjustment to the 'equitable base' established in 1983" but noted a review of the equitable base may be considered upon further in- 
vestigation — Dismissed — Manufacturing (Soft Drink)  

COMPENSATION 
Employee terminated due to economic downturn — Union claimed compensation for redundancy — Union pointed out that right to 

compensation for redundancy now more firmly entrenched and that amount provided by Ingle's formula (59 WAIG 400) ie. half pro 
rata long service leave, no longer appropriate — Employee dismissed shortly after discussing his job with foreman who had encouraged 
him to look for other jobs — Respondent did not dispute that termination due to downturn in orders, but claimed there was no entitle- 
ment to pro rata long service leave because employee had revealed his intention to leave — Commission found that respondent should 
have told employee of his pending retrenchment and that looking for alternative work was justified, considering foreman's advice — 
Commission pointed out that pro rata long service leave payments convenient basis for assessing compensation but where more claim- 
ed such additions may also be justified — Granted pro rata L.S.L., unused sick leave and wages for period of unemployment — 
Timber  115 

Alleged non payment of contractual benefit — Applicant claimed payment of a bonus with no minimum qualifying period was guaranteed 
during interview preparatory to employment — Respondent answered that applicant had been told bonus was discretionary and 
payable only at end of financial year, but by that time applicant was no longer employed — Commission preferred evidence of 
employee and was satisfied that bonus formed part of contract — Commission found real test to be "whether by their conduct, their 
words and their behaviour, rather than their thoughts, an intelligent bystander would infer that there should be contractual liability in 
respect to the accuracy of the representations" — Even though employee resigned prior to end of financial year, Commission found 
there had been substantial performance — Compensation set at minimum that satisfied promised amount — Granted — Retail (Food). 72 

Alleged non payment of contractual benefits — Applicant claimed bonus payment in lieu of overtime or compensation for not receiving 
total annual salary package — Employee acknowledged overtime was not included in contract but claimed compensation because over- 
time worked was far in excess of amount employer indicated in the job interview — Commission found nothing to substantiate con- 
tractual benefits claimed but added that section 29(2) applications only dealt with basis of contract and could not pursue issue of what 
may have been implied to be part of a contract — Dismissed — Finance  81 

Employee retrenched due to business downturn/reorganisation — Claimed unfair dismissal and sought re-employment and compensation 
— Commission noted that Respondent retrenched applicant for economic reasons/because of his record of unreliable attendance due 
to work related injuries — Commission ordered compensation of $1000 based on principle of "fair go all round" — Vehicle Building... 201 
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COMPENSATION,—continued 

Claim re unfair dismissal, seeking compensation and benefits allegedly due under contract of service — Commission saw central issue as 
whether applicant dismissed from employment or not — Conflicting evidence with applicant claiming dismissal and respondent stating 
she resigned — Commission preferred applicant's evidence and found dismissal in all circumstances unfair — Commission satisfied 
there was no suggestion that applicant had in any way been derelect in performance of her duties — Compensation awarded but claims 
re oustanding annual leave entitlements and unpaid overtime failed — Commission pointed out there was no entitlements to pro rata 
annual leave unless specifically agreed to in contract — Commission also found agreement for employee to be paid for overtime did not 
exist — Granted in part — Business College  

Employee dismissed because he failed to carry out his prime function of running health club and promoting sales — Applicant claimed 
unfair dismissal, seeking compensation — Right from beginning of employment both parties aware of employee's lack of experience in 
health and fitness industry — Commission found that respondent at no time expressed dissatisfaction regarding particular work carried 
out by applicant and there was no evidence that applicant failed to carry out lawful instructions — Dismissal found to be unfair — 
Compensation granted — Health and Fitness  

Employee dismissed summarily for breach of confidence — Claimed compensation for unfair termination, one week's pay in lieu of 
notice and pro rata holiday pay — While working as duty manager employee obtained confidential roster from assistant manager's 
desk in her absence by going through her officially personal papers — Applicant claimed his action had not constituted breach of con- 
fidence and that he was within his managerial prerogative to have obtained the information — Where conflict existed. Commission 
preferred evidence of respondent — Commission found employee had no right to go to desk in question and that his conduct was in- 
consistent with proper fulfilment of his obligations as employee — Claim for pro rata annual leave failed as no specific agreement en- 
titling employee to such existed — Dismissed — Restaurant  

Employee dismissed for alleged false claim re wages — Applicant claimed dismissal unfair and sought compensation over and above 
contractual entitlements received — Respondent rejected claims — Commission found employee's claim re wages unjustified but not a 
wilful criminal act to obtain moneys from respondent — Commission found instead of correcting employee's error, supervisor saw in 
wrong claim opportunity to rid himself of employee whose attitude and action he resented — Commission considered friction that ex- 
isted between employee and supervisor largely responsible for dismissal — Compensation granted — Mining (Copper/Zinc)  

Employee dismissed for unsatisfactory work performance especially re poor sales figures — Unfair dismissal claimed — Commission 
found that evidence given did not support Respondent's claim that Applicant had not responded to new manager's request to improve 
sales, stating also that two months was insufficient period to assess work performed — Commission added that the failure to fill in a 
weekly report in the absence of any other reason, was insufficient to justify termination — Compensation for unfair dismissal ordered 
— Paint Sales  

Employee dismissed for allegedly attempting to steal gold chains — Applicant denied stealing attempt and sought compensation and 
declaration stating his dismissal to be unfair — Commission preferred evidence of applicant and found respondent had not discharged 
onus showing that action on which dismissal was based actually occurred — Commission issued declaration stating applicant to have 
been unfairly dismissed and granted compensation — Retail  

:Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 115) granting compensation for redundancy — Appellant claimed Commission 
erred in awarding compensation based on sick leave entitlements and in failing to recognise that relevant circumstances in this instance 
are unlike those in previous cases where Commission had ordered compensation in nature oSpro rata L.S.L. — Full Bench unable to 
find explanation in decision why employee should receive compensation for unused sick leave and set that part of order aside — Full 
Bench pointed out that no decision laying down principles which are bound to be followed existed — Full Bench examined other cases 
and found circumstances of present case not very different and that Commission had taken proper account of employer's cir- 
cumstances in so far as they affected employee's termination — Upheld in part - Timber  

Employee terminated for economic reasons — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought contractual benefits and one month's pay in 
lieu of notice — Commission agreed with respondent that so far as the claim purports to seek compensation for unfair dismissal, the 
Commission had no jurisdiction as applicant covered by a Federal Award — However, Commission had jurisdiction where the claim 
related to overaward payments — Private settlement between parties — Dismissed — Advertising  

Claim for payment in lieu of pro rata long service leave — Employment terminated due to misconduct (loss of driver's licence) committed 
outside working hours — Employer claimed applicant could no longer perform essential element of his contract of service i.e. driving 
SEC vehicles — Privilege to pro rata L.S.L. forfeited but the Committee found special consideration should be given — Committee 
found the \5Vi year relationship between employer and employee would have continued despite "second offence" if employer had 
been able to find alternative work in another section of his business — Committee recommended "ex gratia" payment equivalent to 
amount of pro rata L.S.L. accrued — Granted — Electrical Trades (SEC)  

Compensation sought for loss of employment — Applicant claimed dismissal for misconduct unfair — Respondent stated applicant's 
attitude towards responsibility and work required of him had deteriorated, culminating in fair dismissal — Commission noted that 
some months earlier, respondent had reinstated applicant after summarily dismissing him for misconduct — Commission found that 
respondent could not prove that dismissal fair and therefore second dismissal had occurred, it did not justify dismissal — Commission 
took into account fact that respondent lacked formal disciplinary codes of conduct ensuring procedural fairness re dismissals — Com- 
pensation granted — Cleaning  

Employee dismissed because his services were "unsatisfactory" —- Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation — 
Applicant claimed he was appointed as Manager/Secretary after three months probation — Respondent stated Applicant was at all 
times on probation as after he had failed to perform to its satisfaction initial probationary period was extended — Commission prefer- 
red testimony of respondent's president where evidence conflicted — Commission found that applicant had been employed on proba- 
tion and that he had not received confirmation of his employment — Commission found dismissal was not unfair as applicant had not 
met requirements of his job — Dismissed —- Hotel  

Employee dismissed due to economic downturn after 13 years service — Claimed unfair termination and sought reinstatement or compen- 
sation — Respondent assessed all its employees prior to wind down of operations — On evidence, applicant found to be a meticulous 
worker but was reluctant to accept authority of appointed superiors — Employment terminated with payment of all outstanding en- 
titlements under contract of service — Commission satisfied respondent had not acted unfairly — Dismissed — Construction 
(Shipping)  

Employee terminated for economic reasons — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation comprised of accrued sick 
leave benefits, redundancy payment, bonus — Applicant claimed entitlements received at termination insufficient and that reason for 
his dismissal was not as claimed but due to falling out with site manager —■ Where conflict existed, Commission preferred evidence of 
Respondent — Commission found dismissal to be result of redundancy — Dismissed — Building  

Employee dismissed for inordinant length of time taken for completion of work — Applicant claimed he was dismissed unfairly because 
he had queried his wage rate — Respondent denied claim — Commission found applicant's work performance had been subject of 
complain on several previous occasions — Applicant asserted that he was not warned of impending dismissal — Commission found 
that he had been told to "get his act together" and his failure to do so justified termination — Dismissed —- Machinery Supply  

Employee dismissed summarily because of her alleged poor attitude and performance — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought 
reinstatement or compensation — Commission preferred evidence of applicant as more precise — Commission found respondent's 
manager had not sought explanation from applicant regarding an apparent "sickie" and had given no previous indication that he in- 
tended to terminate her employment — Commission found applicant's performance with the respondent company exemplory and 
questioned motivation for termination — Dismissal found to be unfair and reinstatement and compensation granted — Finance  

Employee's services terminated due to alleged sub-standard work — Applicant claimed dismissal was unfair and sought compensation 
— Commission accepted respondent's evidence that despite previous reprimands for poor quality work applicant's performance had 
not improved and he was thus forced to terminate employment — Commission found dismissal was not unfair — Dismissed — 
Manufacturing   
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COMPENSATION —continued 
Employee dismissed summarily for alleged theft — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal — Commission considered circumstances suffi- 

cient to justify termination, but employer had acted without regard of a "fair deal" — Summary dismissal not justified, and compen- 
sation of payment in lieu of notice ordered — Retail  

Employee dismissed upon return from annual leave — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought benefit allegedly owing under 
contract of service — Respondent claimed applicant failed to discharge his duties and that he acted in manner not befitting an 
employee — Commission pointed out that in this day and age it was sell settled that employee entitled to some counselling before ter- 
mination in event of conduct that employer might find objectionable — Commission found dismissal unfair and awarded compensa- 
tion — Regarding payment of commission on orders placed with applicant, Commission found right to remuneration not coterminous 
with employment and left it open for applicant to bring another application — Granted in part — Sales (Footware)  

Employee summarily dismissed for falsification of application form — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation for 
loss of wages — Respondent refuted claim of summary dismissal and claimed termination in accordance with award provisions — Con- 
flict of evidence — Commission preferred evidence of applicant and found that respondent's officer had condoned his action re ap- 
plication form — Commission found dismissal to be unfair and unreasonable — Compensation granted — Farming  

Employee dismissed for alleged unsatisfactory work performance — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement and com- 
pensation — Commission found evidence revealed applicant unable to cope with equipment inferior to that which he was accustomed 
— Termination not considered unfair but could have been handled with "more finesse and understanding" — Dismissed — Glass 
works  

CONFERENCE 
Failure to attend at conference — Proceedings instituted under section 44 of LA. Act after defendant had been summonsed but had failed 

to attend — President referred to previous case (64 WAIG 2139) and re-emphasised purpose and importance of section 44 — President 
found defendant's action of failing to attend to have been deliberate, especially as his wife attempted to mislead Commission as to his 
whereabouts — However, President also noted several mitigating factors and imposed penalty of $250 only — Roofing  11 

CONTRACT OF SERVICE 
Question re whether applicant dismissed from employment or not, in relation to section 29 (2) (a) application — Conflicting evidence — 

Applicant claimed dismissal and respondent stated she resigned — Commission preferred applicant's evidence and found dismissal in 
all circumstances unfair — Commission satisfied there was no suggestion that applicant had in any way been derelict in performance of 
her duties — Compensation awarded but claims re outstanding annual leave entitlements and unpaid overtime failed — Commission 
pointed out there was no entitlement to pro rata annual leave unless specifically agreed to in contract — Commission also found agree- 
ment for employee to be paid for overtime did not exist — Granted in part — Business College  

Employee dismissed summarily for alleged dishonesty — Applicant sought unpaid overtime and wages in lieu of notice due under 
contract of service — Respondent claimed applicant's dismissal justifiable on grounds that she claimed for unauthorised overtime, that 
she protracted her work to create overtime and that she claimed for overtime not performed — Commission accepted applicant's 
evidence and found summary dismissal to have been unjustified — Granted — Clerks (Legal)  

Annual leave loading claimed as entitlement owing under contract of service — Applicant's work as trainee technician not covered by 
award but contract based on related award — Applicant claimed 17 Vi per cent loading on accrued annual leave as prescribed by award 
— Respondent argued that the IV'/z per cent loading payable only "during a period of annual leave" — Commission found award ex- 
pressly mentioned only that loading not payable on proportionate leave due on termination — Concluded that loading only payable 
where leave fully accrued — Granted — Engineering  

Application seeking order that respondent pay additional amount on top of ordinary wage to any person employed as "Temporary 
Clerk" — "Temporary Clerk" deemed to be any employee whose continuing employment not guaranteed by respondent whilst 
business continued at profit level that existed at time of person's employment — Respondent opposed — Application made to cover 
situation which had developed because respondent planned to relocate large proportion of business and had been recruiting people on 
understanding that they might not be retained after the move — Applicant did not criticize respondent for informing potential 
employees that their employment would not be of permanent nature but submitted that such circumstance justified consideration over 
and above that in award — Commission concluded that any employer entitled to offer persons short term contracts for bona fide 
reasons and if person fully aware of terms, there was no reason for additional considerations — Dismissed — Clerks  

Two applicants sought recovery of money allegedly due under contracts of employment — Respondent denied liability and claimed 
that first applicant was contractor and second applicant employed by first — Commission found first applicant to be independent con- 
tractor on evidence of method of payment, lack of taxation deductions and lack of supervision — Second applicant found to be an 
employee of Respondent within the terms of an award and Commission recommended he bring proceedings before Industrial 
Magistrate — Applications dismissed — Building (Construction)  

Alleged non payment of contractual benefit — Applicant claimed payment of a bonus with no minimum qualifying period was 
guaranteed during interview preparatory to employment — Respondent answered that applicant had been told bonus was discretionary 
and payable only at end of financial year, but by that time applicant was no longer employed — Commission preferred evidence of 
employee and was satisfied that bonus formed part of contract — Commission found real test to be "whether by their conduct, their 
words and their behaviour, rather than their thoughts, an intelligent bystander would infer that there should be contractual liability in 
respect to the accuracy of the representations" — Even though employee had resigned prior to end of financial year, Commission 
found that there had been substantial performance — Compensation set at minimum that satisfied promised amount — Granted — 
Retail (Food)  

Alleged incorrect payment of commission as stated in contract of service — Applicant claimed his sale of properties a "conjunctional 
dealing" requiring higher commission than received and sought additional moneys by way of Application — Respondent denied claim 
— Commission accepted definition of "conjunctional dealing" to be dealing between two different firms and that respondent had no 
agreement to contrary — Commission found applicant not entitled to higher commission — Dismissed — Real Estate  

Alleged non payment of contractual benefits — Applicant claimed bonus in lieu of overtime or compensation for not recieving 
total annual salary package — Employee acknowledged overtime was not included in contract but claimed compensation because over- 
time worked was far in excess of amount employer indicated in the job interview — Commission found nothing to substantiate con- 
tractual benefits claimed but added that section 29(2) applications only dealt with basis of the contract and could not pursue issue of 
what may have been implied to be part of a contract — Dismissed — Finance  

Alleged underpayment of wages — Applicant claimed entitlement to a wage rate as stated in C.E.S. contract under which he was 
initially employed — Commission found applicant had given his consent to wage rate being altered and had received total agreed 
benefits — Dismissed — Spa Installations  

Alleged non-payment of superannuation and notice under contract of service — Commission found that claim for superannuation must 
fail as employee had not served minimum time of eight years before any entitlement arose — Evidence was conflicting in regards to 
notice and Commission preferred employer's evidence — Commission found applicant failed to show that contract had not been com- 
plied with — Dismissed — Retail  

Employee summarily dismissed for failing to carry out his designated duties and for poor attitude to clients — Applicant sought benefits 
allegedly owing under contract of service — At time of dismissal applicant had not disputed reasons given and Commission found 
absence of substantial denial to point to applicant's acceptance of reasons as sufficiently grave to justify dismissal — Commission 
preferred Manager's evidence and was satisfied that his action did not constitute unfair dismissal — Dismissed — Building  
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CONTRACT OF SERVICE —continued 
'Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 75) that appellant not entitled to higher commission because property sales he con- 

ducted were not conjunctional dealings — Full Bench stated that three of the sales were in fact conjunctional dealings re Commission's 
definition of the term — Question was whether Respondent could refuse to pay full commission on these dealings on the basis that ap- 
pellant did not carry out his directive to make all settlements through the firm's agency — Full Bench found appellant entitled to re- 
mainder of commission because directive was not part of appellant's terms of employment and was in fact imposed after events had oc- 
curred — Appeal upheld and order issued — Real Estate  

Termination of employment as a result of a "sequence of incidents" re performance of duties, attitude towards his superiors, inability to 
work with fellow employees — Employee claimed unfair dismissal — Commission noted evidence re applicant's continued lack of co- 
operation and that several warnings had been issued — Union submitted that employee was "driven to excesses" due to his dissatisfac- 
tion at the non-recognition of his qualifications — Commission accepted union's evidence, however, found there was no justification 
to challenge his supervisor and the employee failed to meet his obligations under his contract of service — Dismissed — Horticulture.... 

Benefits (holiday pay, pro rata long service leave) allegedly due under contract of service, sought by applicant — Question whether appli- 
cant was an employee or independent contractor under a special agreement — Ex gratia payment received for past service — Commis- 
sion found applicant to be an employee but accepted respondent's evidence that the special agreement made no mention of annual 
leave entitlements and moneys paid was "an all inclusive figure" — Commission not satisfied applicant entitled to more than the an- 
nual leave already taken by him — Pro rata long service leave beyond Commission's jurisdiction under Section 29 (2) — Dismissed — 
Building  

Alleged underpayment of wages under contract of employment — Applicant claimed Respondent used money due to him from wages to 
to defray running costs of the centre — Respondent stated Applicant should have been aware that this was usual practice — Commis- 
sion found that the money in question was for payment of Applicant's wages and accepted his evidence that he was not aware of the 
situation re other costs and had not agreed to any reduction in the rate of remuneration — Respondent order to pay Applicant the 
balance owing — Granted — Alcohol Rehabilitation  

Employee terminated when Respondent company "wound up" — Sought to recover benefit of contract of service i.e. pro rata long 
service leave — Commission found that as respondent company was already in liquidation the claim was not within its jurisdiction — 
Dismissed — Steel Fabrication  

Alleged non-payment of commission under contract of service — Applicant sought payment of sum respondent had withheld on grounds 
of "negligence, neglect and incorrect advice to clients" and "give-aways" — Commission found no evidence was given of an agree- 
ment between parties regarding deductions for wrong advice — Commission decided agreement did exist for a 50/50 split between par- 
ties for "give-aways" but documents supplied by the respondent did not amount to evidence to support its case — Granted — Building 
Industry        

Alleged underpayment for work done for respondent company — Commission found that the evidence given by the applicant showed that 
she was not an employee of the company but an independent contractor — Claim was not within Commission's jurisdiction — 
Dismissed — Interior Decorating  

Benefits allegedly owing under contract of service — Applicant paid on basis of percentage of commission on sales made only — 
Commission found that there was no contractual entitlement for clerical work undertaken or reimbursement for telephone and postal 
costs incurred — However, applicant granted commission and spotting fee withheld by respondent — Granted in part — Advertising .. 

Non-payment of contractual benefit — Applicant claimed one month's contract fee in lieu of notice — Respondent failed to appear — In 
letter to applicant, respondent rejected that contract was binding as applicant's dismissal was due to insubordination of agreed con- 
tractual conditions — Commission found that it was intention of contract to provide liquidated damage in lieu of appropriate notice — 
Granted — Hotel    

Benefits allegedly due under contract of service — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal — Respondent denied ever employing applicant and 
maintained that his services were procured by separate agent, with whom they had an arrangement for supply of musicians — Commis- 
sion found applicant had not shown he was ever an employee or employed by the Respondent — Dismissed — Hospitality  

Employee dismissed upon return from annual leave —- Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought benefit allegedly owing under 
contract of service — Respondent claimed applicant failed to discharge his duties and that he acted in manner not befitting an 
employee — Commission pointed out that in this day and age it was sell settled that employee entitled to some counselling before ter- 
mination in event of conduct that employer might find objectionable — Commission found dismissal unfair and awarded compensa- 
tion — Regarding payment of commission on orders placed with applicant, Commission found right to remuneration not coterminous 
with employment add left it open for applicant to bring another application — Granted in part — Sales (Footware)  

'Appeal against Industrial Magistrate's decision that Appellant's employee "was not indentured and therefore was entitled to be paid 
adult wage pursuant to award" — Full Bench found it was parties' intent and a fact that contract was one of apprenticeship, not- 
withstanding it was not registered as required by Industrial Training Act —• Further that because contract of apprenticeship was 
unregistered award had no application to work done pursuant to that contract — Full Bench stated that case revealed that Commission 
appeared to lack jurisdiction in respect to an unregistered contract of apprenticeship and that the matter may require attention o! 
legislature — Full Bench found the contract in issue arose from bona fide relationship and award had no application — Upheld — 
Building  

CUSTOM AND PRACTICE 
Managerial decision to transfer graphic artist to Compositor's section at Government Printing Office in preference to making him 

redundant — Union claimed this action "cuts across" union policy that "only journeymen and apprentices should be employed in 
branches where apprenticeship clauses apply" — Commission found re history of the relevant award that it was the intent that Govern- 
ment Printer have right to exercise managerial prerogative in this manner — Commission noted it as significant that the union had not 
to this point exercised its liberty to apply to amend relevant clause — Dismissed  937 

DATE OF OPERATION 
Question re payment of pro rata long service leave claimed under Local Government (Long Service Leave) Regulations — Applicant 

resigned for personal reasons after eight years completed service with respondent — Applicant resigned before Regulations were 
changed to allow pro rata payments — Employee acknowledged lack of legal entitlement but sought order directing respondent to pay 
pro rata long service leave as employer had determined new Regulations would apply — Respondent objected to claim — Commission 
acknowledged its power to make award in favour of individual departing from legal entitlement, but declined to do so in this case as 
employee's resignation prior to formalisation of Regulations had been one of personal choice — Dismissed — Local Government  
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST—continued 

DEMARCATION 
:Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WA1G 2141) awarding FMWU coverage of certain workers to exclusion of FLAIEU in grant- 

ing of new award — Full Bench considered heart of problem to be question whether aged hostels or mental care establishments fall 
within accommodation industry notwithstanding that they are hospitals for purpose of FMWU's constitutional rule — In 1976 CICS 
(57 WAIG 89) answered this question in affirmative and principal thrust of appellant's argument was that Commission departed from 
that finding upon flimsiest evidence of changed circumstance — Full Bench refused to interfere with decision of Commission on in- 
dustrial coverage and dismissed appeal on those grounds — However, Full Bench found Commission paid insufficient attention to all 
important question as to whether rates claimed could be awarded having regard for work value and Wage Fixing Principles — On that 
basis Full Bench remitted case to Commission for further hearing and determination — Upheld in part — Aged and Disabled Persons 
Hostels    

Demarcation dispute re union coverage of employees engaged in operating the "A" frame section at the Kwinana yards — ARU 
claimed the work should be exclusively that of its members as signalmen's work has historically been province of ARU staff — Respon- 
dent argued operational problems would be created — Commission conducted inspections and found efficient operation to be only 
possible if work carried out by whoever is available and qualified — If union's claim granted additional labour would be needed — 
Dismissed — Railways  

Dispute as to which union should have right to enrol operators at planned automated can production plant — BEU claimed conditions of 
Brewing Industry and Malting Industry Award should apply to operators — Question concerned with matter of interpretation of con- 
stitution rules of AM WSU and BEU leaving survivors to enter into negotiations with respondent after that matter decided — Essence 
of BEU's case was that respondent is closely aligned with brewery and as cans produced by respondent provide key element in brewing 
industry and work of operators not covered by another union, it must fall within BEU's rule — Commission found respondent to be 
organisation with corporate identity of its own and its work did not fall within that contemplated by BEU's rule — Consequently 
AMSWU able to continue negotiations and BEU's application dismissed — Can Production  

Dispute as to which union should drive haulpaks from the workshop to the "ready line" at Pannawonica — Both ETU and AWU claimed 
work to be that of its own members — Previous CICS decision (at 58 WAIG 1614) found ETU assistants could only operate machinery 
for testing completed work — Commission convinced operating machinery from "ready line" to workshop not considered work 
associated with testing of repairs and/or maintenance of machinery — Commission found in general, driving of vehicles appropriate to 
be done by AWU members — Order accordingly — iron Ore  

-'Appeals against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 721) that neither AMWSU or BEU had constitutional coverage of operators in 
proposed can production plant — AMWSU claimed that Commission erred in concluding that it did not have constitutional coverage 
of operators and should have concluded that such operators were sheetmetal workers — BEU based its appeal upon words of its rule 
"in and/or about a brewery" which it interpreted to be reference to legal and related product proximity rather than geographical prox- 
imity so as to include operators — Full Bench shared Commission's opinion that BEU sought to give those words meaning they cannot 
sustain — Full Bench found operators to be sheetmetal workers and as such eligible for AMWSU membership and stated that Commis- 
sion took insufficient account of technological change upon tasks to be performed by employees — Granted in part — Can Production 

^Appeal against Commission's decision refusing application of TWU and FEDFU to be joined to proceedings so that they would become 
parties to award when it issued — Respondents sought award to apply to workers in mining and processing of diamantiferous ore to 
which AWU would be party — Appellants sought to show that work for which they seek coverage is not embraced within membership 
rule of AWU in that AWU rule covers only metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw only question to be whether at time decision was 
made to exclude appellants from award there was material before Commission to support that decision — Full Bench stated that to 
ascertain worker's eligibility for membership, it is first necessary to locate in rule industry in which he/she is employed and then to ex- 
amine exceptions and exclusions to see whether he/she is excluded from eligibility for membership — Following this procedure, Full 
Bench found no reason to suggest that meaning of word "mining" should be restricted to metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw over- 
riding consideration in Commission's decision to secure peaceful carrying on of industry and to permit it to function in most efficient 
manner — Halliwell, C. dissenting — Dismissed — Mining (Diamonds)  

DISABILITIES 
Group 1 Disability payments sought for ore, mulluck and water truck drivers at Paraburdoo — Union claimed payment should be made 

until all vehicles "effectively" air conditioned — Employer explained that confusion had arisen because shiftworkers had been incor- 
rectly claiming Group (1) Disability payments — Commission conducted inspection and found that the conditions experienced in cabin 
interiors not such as to warrant Group 1 disability payments when airconditioning fully operational and the cabins sealed — Claim 
refused — Iron Ore  

Improved Rest and Recreation Leave at Argyle Diamond Mine — Parties sought ratification of their new agreement by Joint hearing of 
State, Federal tribunals — Tribunals satisfied that changes to existing agreement necessary because current "exceptionally severe" 
climatic conditions were not forseeable when agreement originally negotiated — Commission satisfied conditions agreed upon were 
"fair and reasonable" in all of the circumstances and met "no flow on" criteria of Principles — Agreement issued as an order — Dia- 
mond Mining  

'Site allowance for construction work and travelling allowance sought by security employees — Applicant referred to other awards/agree- 
ments where security employees received benefits of conditions peculiar to construction projects — Respondent denied claim and refer- 
red to Australian Commission decision (E 1317) in which payment made only for those employees suffering disability associated with 
construction on site — CICS found nothing indicating disabilities of this workplace to be different from any other site where gatekeep- 
ing and watching duties were undertaken — CICS pointed out that because disabilities were experienced by persons normally engaged 
on construction work, this should not give rise to an automatic conclusion that others on site experienced same disabilities — As 
regards travelling allowance, CICS awarded some compensation for employees using private transport — Granted in part — Security 
Industry  

'Allowance sought for control room operators to compensate for interrupted meal breaks when only one operator on shift — Granted 
except when short term relief provided for purposes of taking meal break — Security  

Increases in meal money, millwrights' and bush carpenters', first aid certificate and disability allowances sought — Union claimed very 
existence of Principle 9 was prima facie cause for granting claims whereas respondent argued that onus was on union to show why 
claims should be granted — Commission's attitude based on metal trades decision (at 46 WAIG 10 at 727) which stated that when 
special rates have been determined by industrial authority following investigation and substantial depreciation in value of those rates 
has occurred, there is a strong prima facie case for adjusting them — On this basis Commission adjusted meal money and disability 
allowance — Commission found fact that union had not sought to vary amounts of other two over such a long period when infla- 
tionary rates were very high, lends support to respondent's view that increases not justified — As union had not provided any evidence 
to support its claim for increases in millwrights' and bush carpenters' and first aid certificate allowances, that part of claim was refused 
— Granted in part — Timber  

Site allowance sought for workers at reservoir site — Members of applicant union required to perform work under same conditions as 
contractors at site already in receipt of allowance — Respondent noted Australian Commission had not ratified site allowance paid to 
contractors — Commission found members already in receipt of construction allowance and claim "outside the wage fixation prin- 
ciples" — Dismissed — Water Supply  

Site allowance sought for construction work at new water tower — Applicant claimed entitlement over and above construction allowance 
already received on basis that disabilities were extreme and site had previously been granted the allowance (Print F 4427, F 5643) — 
Respondent claimed construction allowance adequately compensated employees re disabilities — Commission inspected site and found 
conditions not sufficiently exceptional to warrant allowance payment — Dismissed — Water Supply  
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EMPLOYEE 
Two applicants sought recovery of money allegedly due under contracts of employment — Respondent denied liability and claimed 

that first applicant was contractor and second applicant employed by first — Commission found first applicant to be independent con- 
tractor on evidence of method of payment, lack of taxation deductions and lack of supervision — Second applicant found to be an 
employee of Respondent within the terms of an award and Commission recommended he bring proceedings before Industrial 
Magistrate — Applications dismissed — Building (Construction)  

Employer to bear cost of training new personnel — Union claimed trainees should be paid award rates and clerks in "training role" should 
be paid at supervisory rate — Employer had previously born cost for training but change in policy required trainees to attend race work 
without being paid — Union argued change was inequitable in that trainee actually performed clerk's work — Respondent objected 
and argued prospective employees were fully aware of training conditions and that, at that point, relationship was not one of 
employer/employee — Commission agreed with respondent in finding employer/employee relationship not in existence during train- 
ing — Commission also found that clerks in "training role" bore no additional responsibility as respondent had waived provision of 
"Shortages" Clause — Dismissed — Clerks (Racing)  

'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WAIG 876) dismissing application by Association of Professional Engineers, Australia 
(APEA) to be registered as union — Appellant claimed Full Bench erred in law on two grounds — Firstly, in deciding that by reason of 
APEA's eligibility for membership rule so as to include academic staff, it was incapable of registration and thus Full Bench without 
jurisdiction — Secondly, in finding registration neither necessary or desirable for purposes and objects of LA. Act — Court found it 
necessary to deal only with first ground — Court rejected appellant's argument that all that is necessary is for there to be a 
minimum number of employees amongst membership to justify registration under section 53 LA. Act — Clear statutory intention that 
unions consisting of employees as defined by LA. Act should consist of only employees and not non-employees as well — Court found 
Full Bench correct in deciding it had no jurisdiction to register APEA as union — Dismissed — Engineering  

Benefits (holiday pay, pro rata long service leave) allegedly due under contract of service, sought by applicant — Question whether appli- 
cant was an employee or independent contractor under a special agreement — Ex gratia payment received for past service — Commis- 
sion found applicant to be an employee but accepted respondent's evidence that the special agreement made no mention of annual 
leave entitlements and moneys paid was "an all inclusive figure" — Commission not satisfied applicant entitled to more than the an- 
nual leave already taken by him — Pro rata long service leave beyond Commission's jurisdiction under Section 29 (2) — Dismissed — 
Building  

Alleged underpayment for work done for respondent company — Commission found that the evidence given by the applicant showed that 
she was not an employee of the company but an independent contractor — Claim was not within Commission's jurisdiction — 
Dismissed — Interior Decorating  

Benefits allegedly due under contract of service — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal — Respondent denied ever employing applicant and 
maintained that his services were procured by separate agent, with whom they had an arrangement for supply of musicians — Commis- 
sion found applicant had not shown he was ever an employee or employed by the Respondent — Dismissed — Hospitality  

ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS/ORDERS 
'Introduction of award conditions for "outworkers" — Union sought to bring State award into line with Federal award as re limits on 

number of outworkers allowed, provision of 38 hours of work/week, free delivery of their work, keeping of time and wages records 
and allowing union inspection of such — C.I.C.'s noted previous occasions when similar claims rejected as unnecessary/unsubstan- 
tiated, etc — Fielding C., questioned the effectiveness of such conditions given that much of the "outwork" in question was done for 
retailers by "sub-contractors", who would not be "caught" by the Award —■ However, Majority accepted Union's submission re in- 
creased numbers of outworkers/their competitive advantage over factory workers, and agreed that the problems which had lead to the 
inclusion of outworkers provisions in the Federal award now also existed in W. A. — Claims granted, with exception of claim for "Mix- 
ed Functions" clause, given its specific exclusion in the Federal award — Clothing Trades  155 

Alleged breaches of award re unauthorised increase in rate of wages — Defendant admitted that wages of machinists employed by it 
were increased against order of Commission — Magistrate found that although defendant acted to maintain production of newspaper 
after illegal industrial action by employees, a deliberate breach of award could not be leniently dealt with — Magistrate found that due 
to number of complaints penalty fairly imposed should be for overall breach and fined $750 — Proved — Printing  893 

ENTRY: RIGHT OF 
Alleged breach of award re failure to allow inspection of time and wages record — Magistrate satisfied that demand for inspection made 

by accredited union official during usual office hours — However, defendant denied employing anybody during relevant period who 
would be bound by terms of award — Magistrate found evidence insufficient to establish that defendant employed persons subject to 
award in question — Dismissed — Plumbing  

Alleged breach of award re Time and Wages Record — Complainant refused access to records because defendant wanted to be present 
during inspection — Magistrate satisfied that complainant had fully complied with necessary procedures under LA. Act re access to 
employer's records — Magistrate found defendant's refusal to grant access to records constituted a breach of award — Proved — 
Manufacturing  

Time and wages record — Complaint re failure to show records to union official — Defendant claimed that his industry was award free 
and staff were under contract — Magistrate found that industry was covered by an award but was not satisfied defendant was in an 
employer/employee relationship thus obligating him to keep and show records — Dismissed — Veterinary  

HOURS 
'Introduction of award conditions for "outworkers" — Union sought to bring State award into line with Federal award as re limits on 

number of outworkers allowed, provision of 38 hours of work/week, free delivery of their work, keeping of time and wages records 
and allowing union inspection of such — C.I.C.'s noted previous occasions when similar claims rejected as unnecessary/unsubstan- 
tiated, etc — Fielding C., questioned the effectiveness of such conditions given that much of the "outwork" in question was done for 
retailers by "sub-contractors", who would not be "caught" by the Award — However, Majority accepted Union's submission re in- 
creased numbers of outworkers/their competitive advantage over factory workers, and agreed that the problems which had lead to the 
inclusion of outworkers provisions in the Federal award now also existed in W.A. — Claims granted, with exception of claim for "Mix- 
ed Functions" clause, given its specific exclusion in the Federal award — Clothing Trades  155 

Implementation of 38 hour week in baking industry sought by agreement — Some employers bound by award opposed agreement — 
Commission satisfied reasonable steps had been taken to offset costs even though these were significantly less then cost of implementa- 
tion — Granted except to dissenting employers who were excluded subject to approval by CICS re Principle 5 — Granted in part — 
Baking  439 

'Introduction of 38 hour week — Union sought "in principle" approval based on "well-recognised nexus" with several Eastern States 
awards — Respondent disputed existence of such nexus and claim that majority of similar workers in other States placed more 
favourably as re hours — CICS adopted Plastic Manufacturing case (64 WAIG 1575) approach and accepted existence of nexus — 
CICS also re-emphasised Watchmaker's case (64 WAIG 1319) approach, i.e. prima facie case exists for adoption of shorter hours 
where it can be shown that majority of like employees elsewhere in Australia are enjoying those hours — CICS decided that when such 
majority existed, Union could make fresh approach — Present claim refused — Laundry  57 
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HOU RS —continued 
New roster providing one extra day's leisure without changing total hours sought for employees in publishing area — Applicant claimed 

variation in roster would not entail additional cost for respondent but would actually result in saving in labour costs — Respondent 
contended that significant cost factor was involved resulting in probable overtime or increased manning and argued that it should have 
the right to roster its employees in accordance with production requirements and provisions of award — Commission saw purpose of 
roster to be "allocation of ordinary hours of work over days of working week so as to provide optimum manning for purpose of and 
having regard to respondent's operations provided that roster does not impose unjust or unreasonable demands on employees subject 
thereto" — Commission found new roster did not fit overriding criteria of spreading hours of work required by respondent for op- 
timum efficiency in production — Dismissed — Printing  542 

Extended baking hours — Amendment to award re permission for earlier baking to be done in ordinary hours of work — Parties agreed 
that newly converted ordinary hours should attract 2Vi times penalty rates — Commission noted some bakers outside of Manufac- 
turers' Union opposed proposal — CICS 1983 decision (63 WAIG 2232) approved similar provision but urged penalties attached to or- 
dinary hours be rationalised — Commission stated in view of fact that disability only applied to some, a penalty rate on ordinary hours 
could not be imposed on whole industry — Commission decided agreement not in public interest because it had the potential to cause 
"flow ons" and increase consumer price — Referred to CICS — Bakers  539 

Reduction of cleaning hours for single persons quarters sought by employer — Union claimed, to maintain cleaning standards, work be no 
less than seven hours per day — Applicant contended six, five and four hours appropriate for satisfactory standard of cleaning — 
Evidence by officer of Commission indicated rooms not able to be cleaned within allotted hours as they were still occupied when reduc- 
ed shift completed — Commission concluded existing provisions of seven, six and five hours to remain with later commencing time for 
the shift — Order accordingly — Cleaning (Iron Ore)  933 

INDUSTRIAL MATTER 
'Jurisdiction of Commission to introduce award conditions for "outworkers" — Respondents claimed matters came within prerogative 

of management and were therefore excluded by section 7 (1) LA. Act — Majority disagreed given that such provisions already in other 
State/Federal awards, provisions not in conflict with Factories & Shops Act and because such matters couldn't be excluded by a "loose 
claim" that employers have "some sole right of control" over outworkers — Fielding C., noted an earlier decision (1984, 58 ALJR475) 
which made managerial prerogative a less restrictive factor, but also noted that other tribunals do not have the express limitations set 
out in the LA. Act — See under "Award" for remainder of findings — Clothing Trades  155 

:Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2179) refusing allowance for employees holding a sterilising technology certificate — 
Appellant claimed Commission failed to deal with merits of case and had erred in ruling it outside its jurisdiction — Full Bench stated 
that as similar allowances are found in many awards, it fell within definition of an industrial matter and therefore was under Commis- 
sion's jurisdiction — However Full Bench found merits of claim had been covered by Commission and upheld decision that it fell out- 
side "principles" — Dismissed  243 

INTERPRETATION—WORDS & PHRASES 
Employer sought order stating that provisions of award in regard to slaughtering pigs should apply and claimed special provision for 

Boars "intensively bred" — Respondent objected — Commission regarded matter of disagreement as complex and saw its genesis first- 
ly in differences of opinion between parties as to when entire male pig had reached point where its physical characteristics constituted a 
difficulty in killing and dressing (for which penalty provided by award) and secondly because claimant's operations in respect of killing 
and dressing pigs has not previously been subject to analysis and industrial regulations — Commission found most appropriate 
physical characteristic to determine application of penalty rates to be weight ranges and decided on progressing increasing penalty rate 
accordingly — Commission also fixed tally for "chopper pigs" — Granted in part — Meat (State)  

Union objected to claimant's retention of contractor to perform work of servicing and maintaining airconditioning units in light 
vehicles — Decision rested on Commission's interpretation of 'Utilisation of Contractors' Clause in relevant award — Commission's 
interpretation differed from that of both parties in its broadness and stated that Clause constituted "implied recognition of right of 
claimant to retain the services of contractors to perform all kinds of work" — In addition Clause implied that claimant must retain 
contractors' services without raising threats against employees' security leading to industrial dislocation — Commission decided on 
balance of evidence that no threat to claimant's employees arose, therefore claimant should not be prevented from retaining contractor 
— Declaration issued accordingly — Granted — Iron Ore (Contracting)  

Alleged incorrect payment of commission, as stated in contract of service — Applicant claimed his sale of properties a 
"conjunctional dealing" requiring higher commission than received and sought additional moneys by way of Application — Respon- 
dent denied claim — Commission accepted definition of "conjunctional dealing" to be dealing between two different firms and that 
respondent had no agreement to contrary — Commission found applicant not entitled to higher commission — Dismissed — Real 
Estate  

True interpretation of word "Regression" in Definitions clause of award — Applicant claimed words in clause "deemed to include" 
indicated definition of "Regression" not intended to be exhaustive — Union sought interpretation in such way so that proposed new 
rosters would constitute regression for workers involved and thus be in breach of award — Commission considered award as a whole 
and found that parties would have considered matter of rosters when negotiating award — Commission stated that even if definition 
was broadened it would not establish proposed change in roster as deterioration in working conditions — Dismissed — Printing 
(Newspapers)  

Interpretation of Special Rates and Provisions clause — Applicant sought answer to question re whether two motor mechanics employed 
in separate garage are "employed in and about an abattoir or in a rendering section of a tallow works" — Applicant proposed negative 
answer — Applicant suggested clause was intended to apply to the individual workers physically employed in abattoir, since "about" 
means both "in" and "about" — Commission accepted applicant's analysis to be correct and declared that phrase did not include 
workshop for purpose of clause — Meat  

Dispute as to which union should have right to enrol operators at planned automated can production plant — BEU claimed conditions 
of Brewing Industry and Malting Industry Award should apply to operators — Question concerned with matter of interpretation of 
constitution rules of AMWSU and BEU leaving survivors to enter into negotiations with respondent after that matter decided — 
Essence of BEU's case was that respondent is closely aligned with brewery and cans produced by respondent provide key element in 
brewing industry and work of operators not covered by another union, it must fall within BEU's rule — Commission found respondent 
to be organisation with corporate identity its own and its work did not fall within that contemplated by BEU's rule — Consequently 
AMSWU able to continue negotiations and BEU's application dismissed — Can Production  

'Appeal against Magistrate's decision dismissing complaints because he was not satisfied that award applied in absence of evidence as to 
specific location of work site — Alleged breaches occurred at alluvial gold mine at Meekatharra — Appellant claimed Magistrate in er- 
ror, because of existence, as matter of law, of defined area proclaimed as Murchison Goldfield of which judicial notice ought to have 
been taken without necessity of formal proof — Full Bench pointed out that proclamations and regulations are part of subsidiary 
legislation and have the force of law and so should be within judicial knowledge — Full Bench found that mine site lay with 
geographical bounday of Murchison Goldfield — Upheld and remitted for further hearing and determination — Mining (Gold)  
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INTERPRETATION—WORDS & PHRASES 
-Appeals against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 721) that neither AMWSU or BEU had constitutional coverage of operators in 

proposed can production plant — AMWSU claimed that Commission erred in concluding that it did not have constitutional coverage 
of operators and should have concluded that such operators were sheetmetal workers — BEU based its appeal upon words of its rule 
"in and/or about a brewery" which it interpreted to be reference to legal and related product proximity rather than geographical prox- 
imity so as to include operators — Full Bench shared Commission's opinion that BEU sought to give those words meaning they cannot 
sustain — Full Bench found operators to be sheetmetal workers and as such eligible for AMWSU membership and stated that Commis- 
sion took insufficient account of technological change upon tasks to be performed by employees — Granted in part — Can Production 769 2Appeal against Commission's decision refusing application of TWU and FEDFU to be joined to proceedings so that they would 
become parties to award when it issued — Respondents sought award to apply to workers in mining and processing of diamantiferous 
ore to which AWU would be party — Appellants sought to show that work for which they seek coverage is not embraced within 
membership rule of AWU in that AWU rule covers only metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw only question to be whether at time 
decision was made to exclude appellants from award there was material before Commission to support that decision — Full Bench 
stated that to ascertain workers' eligibility for membership, it is first necessary to locate in rule industry in which he/she is employed 
and then to examine exceptions and exclusions to see whether he/she is excluded from eligibility for membership — Following this pro- 
cedure, Full Bench found no reason to suggest that meaning of word "mining" should be restricted to metalliferous mining — Full 
Bench saw overriding consideration in Commission's decision to secure peaceful carrying on of industry and to permit it to function in 
most efficient manner — Halliweli, C. dissenting — Dismissed — Mining (Diamonds)  775 

INTERVENTION 
Increased meal and accommodation charges sought by consent — Several unions whose members employed in Public Hospitals were 

affected by proposed variation and sought leave to intervene which Commission granted — With introduction of 38 hour week unions 
respondent to award agreed to raised charges as "trade offs" — Interveners argued that what present parties traded off to achieve 
reduction in working hours should not be visited upon other employees to whom same considerations do not apply — Commission 
recognised obvious repervussive effects of variation but could not see how in practice it could be avoided — Commission found in 
absence of any contractual obligation between applicants and interveners relating to supply of meals and/or accommodation, in- 
terveners' members wishing to use facilities must pay charges which have been accepted by majority of employees — Granted — 
Hospital  868 

.JURISDICTION 
'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WAIG 876) dismissing application by Association of Professional Engineers, Australia 

(A PEA) to be registered as union — Appellant claimed Full Bench erred in law on two grounds — Firstly, in deciding that by reason of 
APEA's eligibility for membership rule so as to include academic staff, it was incapable of registration and thus Full Bench without 
jurisdiction — Secondly, in finding registration neither necessary or desirable for purposes and objects of LA. Act — Court found it 
necessary to deal only with first ground — Court rejected appellant's argument that all that was necessary was for there to be a 
minimum number of employees amongst membership to justify registration under section 53 LA. Act — Clear statutory intention that 
unions consisting of employees as defined by LA. Act should consist of only employees and not non-employees as well — Court found 
Full Bench correct in deciding it had no jurisdiction to register APEA as union — Dismissed — Engineering  

-Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2179) refusing allowance for employees holding a sterilising technology certificate — 
Appellant claimed Commission failed to deal with merits of case and had erred in ruling it outside its jurisdiction — Full Bench staled 
that as similar allowances are found in many awards, it fell within definition of an industrial matter and therefore was under Commis- 
sion's jurisdiction — However Full Bench found merits of claim had been covered by Commission and upheld decision that it fell out- 
side "principles" — Dismissed  

Employee terminated for economic reasons — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought contractual benefits and one month's pay 
in lieu of notice — Commission agreed with respondent that so far as the claim purports to seek compensation for unfair dismissal, the 
Commission had no jurisdiction as applicant covered by a Federal Award — However, Commission had jurisdiction where the claim 
related to overaward payments — Private settlement between parties — Dismissed — Advertising  

Benefits (holiday pay, pro rata long service leave) allegedly due under contract of service, sought by applicant — Question whether 
applicant was an employee or independent contractor under a special agreement — Ex gratia payment received for past service — Com- 
mission found applicant to be an employee but accepted respondent's evidence that the special agreement made no mention of annual 
leav e entitlements and moneys paid was "an all inclusive figure" — Commission not satisfied applicant entitled to more than the an- 
nual leave already taken by him — Pro rata long service leave beyond Commission's jurisdiction under Section 29 (2) — Dismissed — 
Building  

'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WAIG 1928) quashing decision by Commission (at 64 WAIG 1658) to dismiss claims for 
reinstatement by two employees — Appellant claimed error of law and excess of jurisdiction on part of Full Bench — Court saw ques- 
tion as being whether legal right of employer had been exercised so harshly or oppressively against employees so as to amount to an 
abuse of that right — Court pointed out that critical factors to which Commission did not appear to have given consideration were the 
fact that there was no intention either to repudiate employer's authority or to avoid payment for meal, and length of past service of 
each employee — Court found that as Commission had failed to take these factors into account. Full Bench was entirely justified in 
substituting its opinion in deciding that employer had abused its right to terminate contracts — Dismissed — Nursing Homes  

Orders sought correcting alleged errors in awards — Applicants submitted that evidence clearly established error made by parties in 
drafting Tallies and Penalties clause re method of calculation of earnings for tally workers when processing "overweight" cattle — Ap- 
plicants claimed Commission has power under section 27 I.R. Act or by Commission's "inherent jurisdiction" as Court of Record to 
vary its own orders so as to carry out its own meaning or to make its meaning plain — Commission agreed with respondent and found 
that it does not have specific power of correction other than in course of procedures in running and thus cannot act in accordance with 
section 27 as contended by applicants — Commission also found it does not possess any "inherent jurisdiction" and whilst it con- 
sidered applications worthy of success, it would not allow them — Dismissed — Meat  

Employees sought order for production of contracts of sale by employer before Special Board of Reference — Applicants saw these as 
vital evidence of a series of transmission of one business with consequent long service leave benefit for them — Respondent consented 
to order for production of documents as long as there was some guarantee of confidentiality of financial information contained in 
them — Commission found applications "misconceived" and, that it lacked authority to issue such orders as Board of Reference was 
not a proceeding before Commission — Dismissed — Nursing Homes  

2Appeal against Industrial Magistrate's decision that Appellant's employee "was not indentured and therefore was entitled to be paid 
adult wage pursuant to award" — Full Bench found it was parties' intent and a fact that contract was one of apprenticeship, notwith- 
standing it was not registered as required by Industrial Training Act — Further that because contract of apprenticeship was 
unregistered award had no application to work done pursuant to that contract — Full Bench stated that case revealed that Commission 
appeared to lack jurisdiction in respect to an unregistered contract of apprenticeship and that the matter may require attention of 
legislature — Full Bench found the contract in issue arose from bona fide relationship and award had no application — Upheld — 
Building  
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LONG SERVICE LEAVE 
Employee terminated because her services were "unsatisfactory" — Union claimed respondent dismissed employee merely with intention 

of avoiding payment of pro rata long service leave — Respondent had not warned employee of possible termination, as she was a 
longstanding employee and "he did not want to hurt her feelings" — Board considered Respondent to have been long suffering, as 
employee had refused to talk to anyone for last six months — Board dismissed claim that employee's services terminated merely with 
intention of avoiding payment for pro rata long service leave — However, Board found that on balance of probabilities, employee had 
already completed 10 years continuous service and was thus entitled to pro rata long service leave — Granted  

Question re payment of pro rata long service leave claimed under Local Government (Long Service Leave) Regulations — Applicant 
resigned for personal reasons after eight years completed service with respondent — Applicant resigned before Regulations were 
changed to allow pro rata payments — Employee acknowledged lack of legal entitlement but sought order directing respondent to pay 
pro rata long service leave as employer had determined new Regulations would apply — Respondent objected to claim — Commission 
acknowledged its power to make award in favour of individual departing from legal entitlement, but declined to do so in this case as 
employee's resignation prior to formalisation of Regulations had been one of personal choice — Dismissed — Local Government  

Employee terminated due to economic downturn — Union claimed compensation for redundancy — Union pointed out that right to 
compensation for redundancy now more firmly entrenched and that amount provided by Ingle's formula (59 WAIG 400) ie. half pro 
rata long service leave, no longer appropriate — Employee dismissed shortly after discussing his job with foreman who had encouraged 
him to look for other jobs — Respondent did not dispute that termination due to downturn in orders, but claimed there was no entitle- 
ment to pro rata long service leave because employee had revealed his intention to leave — Commission found that respondent should 
have told employee of his pending retrenchment and that looking for alternative work was justified, considering foreman's advice — 
Commission pointed out that pro rata long service leave payments convenient basis for assessing compensation, but where more claim- 
ed such additions may also be justified — Granted pro rata L.S.L., unused sick leave and wages for period of unemployment — 
Timber  

Pro rata long service leave for seven years' completed service, sought as payment to estate of deceased employee — Claimant asked 
Commission to consider claim as "one off" situation in view of circumstances — Commission found no reason to depart from award's 
L.S.L. conditions, which provide pro rata L.S.L. on event of death where person has "completed at least 10 years' service but less than 
15 years' service" — Dismissed — Cleaning/Hospital  

Hospital employee sought pro rata long service leave/that her employment be deemed continuous, for one month spent attending course 
at Ngal-a — Employee relied on continuity arrangement enjoyed by nurses with Public Health Department — Committee found 
employee not able to satisfy State Government Wages Employees' Long Service Leave conditions, which permit only one weeks' 
break; but recommended that the employee's time at the course be treated as leave without pay, giving her continuity of service — 
Committee also recommended that future attendance by Government Hospital staff at the Ngal-a course, be regarded as service with a 
Government employer for the purposes of L.S.L.; bringing conditions into line with those of the Public Health Department — 
Hospital  

Pro Rata Long Service Leave sought by employee who had been dismissed due to employer's incapacity "to pay his wages" and sub- 
sequently found guilty of stealing from employer — Board of Reference noted that L.S.L. is a benefit which only accrues when certain 
contingencies met, i.e. completion of 10 years service and termination by employer for reasons other than misconduct — In addition, 
implied in employee's contract of service is requirement that he "faithfully and truly discharges his duty towards his employer" — Fact 
that he had not done so whether discovered before/after dismissal, meant employer had been "entitled" to dismiss employee for 
misconduct — Refused — Darts Administration  

'Employee dismissed after %Vi years service, on attaining 60 years of age, due to Respondent's retirement policy for females — Claimed 
pro rata long service leave — Commission considered circumstances of employee's situation similar to those in earlier case at 63 WAIG 
861 — CICS decided that retirement at age 60 was not a condition of claimant's employment at time of her appointment — Respon- 
dent's reference to similarities with Ingles case (59 WAIG 400/1) rejected as inappropriate — Compensation of pro rata L.S.L. granted 
— Domestic/Hospital  

'Improved long service leave conditions sought for clerical employees — Applicant claimed that respondent's dairy factory employees had 
obtained these three years prior and that decisions by WA and Australian Commission supported view that employer should not be 
allowed to treat one section of his workforce differently from that of another — Commission saw applicant's case as over-simplified 
and in system where a number of unions deal with one employer separately with respect to segments of his workforce the outcome of 
those negotiations will not necessarily produce same results — Applicant seen to savour of "me tooism" and with underlying concept 
of restraint attached to Wage Fixation Principles, this was not time for departure from standard L.S.L. provisions — Haliiwell C. 
dissenting — Dismissed — Dairy (Clerks)  

Benefits (holiday pay, pro rata long service leave) allegedly due under contract of service, sought by applicant — Question whether appli- 
cant was an employee or independent contractor under a special agreement — Ex gratia payment received for past service — Commis- 
sion found applicant to be an employee but accepted respondent's evidence that the special agreement made no mention of annual 
leave entitlements and moneys paid was "an all inclusive figure" — Commission not satisfied applicant entitled to more than the an- 
nual leave already taken by him — Pro rata long service leave beyond Commission's jurisdiction under Section 29 (2) — Dismissed — 
Building  

Claim for payment in lieu of pro rata long service leave — Employment terminated due to misconduct (loss of driver's licence) committed 
outside working hours — Employer claimed applicant could no longer perform essential element of his contract of service i.e. driving 
SEC vehicles — Privilege to pro rata L.S.L. forfeited but the Committee found special consideration should be given — Committee 
found the 15!/: year relationship between employer and employee would have continued despite "second offence" if employer had 
been able to find alternative work in another section of his business — Committee recommended "ex gratia" payment equivalent to 
amount of pro rata L.S.L. accrued — Granted — Electrical Trades (SEC)  

Employee terminated when respondent company "wound up" — Sought to recover benefit of contract of service i.e. pro rata long service 
leave — Commission found that as respondent company was already in liquidation the claim was not within its jurisdiction — Dismiss- 
ed — Steel Fabrication  

Pro rata long service leave sought for six years completed service — Applicant's age at termination in dispute — Conflict in evidence — 
Committee accepted evidence of applicant — Granted — Nursing Homes  

Pro rata long service leave payment sought — Applicant claimed her employment with nursing home was continuous though under 
different employers — Board stated that entitlement rested on question re whether business was transmitted from one employer to 
another within the meaning of Clause 2 of Long Service Leave conditions — Board stated that business was bankrupt and no moneys re 
good will were paid and it was not taken over as a going concern — Applicant had also entered fresh contract of service with the new 
owners of the home — Board found succession by operation of law was not involved — Dismissed — Nursing Home  

MANAGERIAL PREROGATIVE 
Application seeking order that respondent pay additional amount, on top of ordinary wage, to any person employed as "Temporary 

Clerk" — "Temporary Clerk" deemed to be any employee whose continuing employment not guaranteed by respondent whilst 
business continued at profit level that had existed at time of person's employment — Respondent opposed — Application made to 
cover situation which had developed because respondent planned to relocate large proportion of business and had been recruiting peo- 
ple on understanding that they might not be retained after the move — Applicant did not criticize respondent for informing potential 
employees that their employment would not be of permanent nature but submitted that such circumstance justified consideration over 
and above that in award — Commission concluded that any employer entitled to offer persons short term contracts for bona fide 
reasons and if person fully aware of terms, there was no reason for additional considerations — Dismissed — Clerks  67 
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MANAGERIAL PREROGATIVE —continued 
Employee dismissed summarily for breach of confidence — Claimed compensation for unfair termination, one week's pay in lieu of 

notice and pro rata holiday pay — While working as duty manager employee obtained confidential roster from assistant manager's 
desk in her absence by going through her officially personal papers — Applicant claimed his action had not constituted breach of con- 
fidence and that he was within his managerial prerogative to have obtained the information — Where conflict existed, Commission 
preferred evidence of respondent — Commission found employee had no right to go to desk in question and that his conduct was in- 
consistent with proper fulfilment of his obligations as employee — Claim for pro rata annual leave failed as no specific agreement en- 
titling employee to such existed — Dismissed — Restaurant  

Application seeking provision in award that employer liable to pay for clothing if direction re style/colour of clothing or standard of 
dress issued to employees — Basis of claim was respondent's memorandum stating requirement for particular colour of clothing (later 
withdrawn) — Commission found employer to have right to insist upon certain standard of dress and evidence did not suggest un- 
toward demands — Dismissed — Clerks (Racing)  

'Jurisdiction of Commission to introduce award conditions for "outworkers" — Respondents claimed matters came within prerogative 
of management and were therefore excluded by section 7 (1) LA. Act — Majority disagreed given that such provisions already in other 
State/Federal awards, provisions not in conflict with Factories & Shops Act and because such matters couldn't be excluded by a "loose 
claim" that employers have "some sole right of control" over outworkers — Fielding C., noted an earlier decision (1984,58 ALJR 475) 
which made managerial prerogative a less restrictive factor, but also noted that other tribunals do not have the express limitations set 
out in the LA. Act — See under "Award" for remainder of findings — Clothing Trades :  

New roster providing one extra day's leisure without changing total hours sought for employees in publishing are — Applicant claimed 
variation in roster would not entail additional cost for respondent but would actually result in saving in labour costs — Respondent 
contended that significant cost factor was involved resulting in probable overtime or increased manning and argued that it should have 
the right to roster its employees in accordance with production requirements and provisions of award — Commission saw purpose of 
roster to be "allocation of ordinary hours of work over days of working week so as to provide optimum manning for purpose of and 
having regard to respondent's operations provided that roster does not impose unjust or unreasonable demands on employees subject 
thereto" — Commission found new roster did not fit overriding criteria of spreading hours of work required by respondent for op- 
timum efficiency in production — Dismissed — Printing  

'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WAIG 1928) quashing decision by Commission (at 64 WAIG 1658) to dismiss claims for 
reinstatement by two employees — Appellant claimed error of law and excess of jurisdiction on part of Full Bench — Court saw ques- 
tion as being whether legal right of employer had been exercised so harshly or oppressively against employees so as to amount to an 
abuse of that right — Court pointed out that critical factors to which Commission did not appear to have given consideration were the 
fact that there was no intention either to repudiate employer's authority or to avoid payment for meal, and length of past service of 
each employee — Court found that as Commission had failed to take these factors into account, Full Bench was entirely justified in 
substituting its opinion in deciding that employer had abused its right to terminate contracts — Dismissed — Nursing Homes  

'Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2029) that it had no jurisdiction over matters relating to managerial prerogative prior to 
amendment of Act — Appellant claimed that subject matter, retrenchment/re-employment, was an industrial matter and that it was 
Commission's practice to treat such matters as industrial issue as long as they did not impinge unfairly on managerial prerogative — 
Respondent made reference to cases where Commission had rejected similar claims as unwarranted intrusion in managerial prerogative 
— T.C. intervened claiming Commission had jurisdiction under primary provision of I.R. Act — Full Bench stated difficulty in inter- 
preting intention of exclusion clauses re Act — Full Bench not satisfied Commission had erred in declining to act, especially in regard to 
part of claim that required employer to engage employees in a particular way — Dismissed — Meat  

Managerial decision to transfer graphic artist to Compositor's section at Government Printing Office in preference to making him 
redundant — Union claimed this action "cut across" union policy that "only journeymen and apprentices should be employed in 
branches where apprenticeship clauses apply" — Commission found re history of the relevant award that it was the intent that Govern- 
ment Printer have right to exercise managerial prerogative in this manner — Commission noted it as significant that the union had not 
to this point exercised its liberty to apply to amend relevant clause — Dismissed  

MANNING 
New roster providing one extra day's leisure without changing total hours sought for employees in publishing area — Applicant claimed 

variation in roster would not entail additional cost for respondent but would actually result in saving in labour costs — Respondent 
contended that significant cost factor was involved resulting in probable overtime or increased manning and argued that it should have 
the right to roster its employees in accordance with production requirements and provisions of award — Commission saw purpose of 
roster to be "allocation of ordinary hours of work over days of working week so as to provide optimum manning for purpose of and 
having regard to respondent's operations provided that roster does not impose unjust or unreasonable demands on employees subject 
thereto" — Commission found new roster did not fit overriding criteria of spreading hours of work required by respondent for op- 
timum efficiency in production — Dismissed — Printing  

Claim to reduce manning in cooling water pump house from two men to one — Claim remitted for further hearing and determination 
from Full Bench due to doubts on the safety aspects of demanning proposal — Aid of expert enlisted and his report indicated manning 
levels could be reduced without compromising safety if Company was prepared to remove existing hazards — Company advised Com- 
mission all matters raised in report were attended to and proposed to complete modifications of large number of additional items — 
Commission not convinced that Company had achieved its objectives and recommended time period to enable most if not all modifica- 
tions to be finished before demanning — Granted — Oil Refining  

MEAL BREAKS 
'Allowance sought for control room operators to compensate for interrupted meal breaks when only one operator on shift — Granted 

except when short term relief provided for purposes of taking meal break — Security  

MEAL MONEY 
Increases in meal money, millwrights' and bush carpenters', first aid certificate and disability allowances sought — Union claimed very 

existence of Principle 9 was prima facie cause for granting claims whereas respondent argued that onus was on union to show why 
claims should be granted — Commission's attitude based on metal trades decision (at 46 WAIG 10 at 727) which stated that when 
special rates have been determined by industrial authority following investigation and substantial depreciation in value of those rates 
has occurred, there is a strong prima facie case for adjusting them — On this basis Commission adjusted meal money and disability 
allowance — Commission found fact that union had not sought to vary amounts of other two over such a long period when infla- 
tionary rates were very high, lends support to respondent's view that increases not justified — As union had not provided any evidence 
to support its claim for increases in millwrights' and bush carpenters' and first aid certificate allowances, that part of claim was refused 
— Granted in part — Timber  

Increase in meal money for Government Printing Office employees sought — Union contended general conditions of award reflected 
those of the Federal "Graphic Arts" Award — Respondent denied contention, claiming basis of conditions in other State Government 
employees' awards and that increase should be to $3.80 not $3.95 — Commission could not discover whether general conditions were 
derived from Federal Award as were wage rates — Commission found respondent inaccurate as other State Government awards con- 
tained increase sought — Increases to $3.90 had recently been granted to other awards and Commission found this amount to be pro- 
per — Granted in part — Printing  
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MISCONDUCT 
Employee dismissed summarily for alleged dishonesty — Applicant sought unpaid overtime and wages in lieu of notice due under contract 

of service — Respondent claimed applicant's dismissal justifiable on grounds that she claimed for unauthorised overtime, that she pro- 
tracted her work to create overtime and that she claimed for overtime not performed — Commission accepted applicant's evidence and 
found summary dismissal to have been unjustified — Granted — Clerks (Legal)  

Employee dismissed summarily for breach of confidence — Claimed compensation for unfair termination, one week's pay in lieu of 
notice and pro rata holiday pay — While working as duty manager employee obtained confidential roster from assistant manager's 
desk in her absence by going through her officially personal papers — Applicant claimed his action had not constituted breach of con- 
fidence and that he was within his managerial prerogative to have obtained the information — Where conflict existed, Commission 
preferred evidence of respondent — Commission found employee had no right to go to desk in question and that his conduct was in- 
consistent with proper fulfilment of his obligations as employee — Claim for pro rata annual leave failed as no specific agreement en- 
titling employee to such existed — Dismissed — Restaurant  

Employee dismissed for alleged false claim re wages — Applicant claimed dismissal unfair and sought compensation over and above 
contractual entitlements received — Respondent rejected claims — Commission found employee's claim re wages unjustified, but not 
a wilful criminal act to obtain moneys from respondent — Commission found instead of correcting employee's error, supervisor had 
seen wrong claim as opportunity to rid himself of employee whose attitude and action he resented — Commission considered friction 
that existed between employee and supervisor largely responsible for dismissal — Compensation granted — Mining (Copper/Zinc)  

Employee dismissed for failure to carry out duties, disobedience and poor supervisory skills — Claimed unfair dismissal and sought 
reinstatement — Commission found significant conflict in evidence, but regarded witnesses for respondent to be most reliable — Com- 
mission found that the applicant had been given numerous verbal warnings and that it was not unreasonable that the respondent should 
terminate applicant's services — Dismissed  

Unfair dismissal claimed after employee dismissed for neglecting his duties — Respondent claimed applicant had reneged on an agreement 
to divest himself of other personal business commitments — Commission found that although applicant had not met certain work 
obligations, both parties had contributed to unsatisfactory work relations — On balance of evidence, respondent had failed to meet his 
obligations by allowing the employment relationship to deteriorate over several months, to the point where applicant's employment 
was jeopardised — Compensation granted — Wire  

Pro Rata Long Service Leave sought by employee who had been dismissed due to employer's incapacity "to pay his wages" and sub- 
sequently found guilty of stealing from employer — Board of Reference noted that L.S.L. is a benefit which only accrues when certain 
contingencies met, i.e. completion of 10 years service and termination by employer for reasons other than misconduct — In addition, 
implied in employee's contract of service is requirement that he "faithfully and truly discharges his duty towards his employer" — Fact 
that he had not done so whether discovered before/after dismissal, meant employer had been "entitled" to dismiss employee for 
misconduct — Refused — Darts Administration  

Dismissal of employee due to incompatability with state manager — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought reinstatement and 
compensation — Commission satisfied that Applicant failed to comply with "lawful directions" of state manager — Commission 
noted principle of "a fair warning" but found Applicant's "reckless" behaviour such that the absence of a warning by Respondent did 
not constitute unfair dismissal — Dismissed — Sales  

Employee dismissed for allegedly attempting to steal gold chains — Applicant denied stealing attempt and sought compensation and 
declaration stating his dismissal to be unfair — Commission preferred evidence of applicant and found respondent had not discharged 
onus showing that action on which dismissal was based actually occurred — Commission issued declaration stating applicant to have 
been unfairly dismissed and granted compensation — Retail  

Employee summarily dismissed for failing to carry out his designated duties and for poor attitude to clients — Applicant sought benefits 
allegedly owing under contract of service — At time of dismissal applicant had not disputed reasons given and Commission found 
absence of substantial denial to point to applicant's acceptance of reasons as sufficiently grave to justify dismissal — Commission 
preferred Manager's evidence and was satisfied that his action did not constitute unfair dismissal — Dismissed — Building  

Compensation sought for loss of employment — Applicant claimed dismissal for misconduct unfair — Respondent stated applicant's 
attitude towards responsibility and work required of him had deteriorated, culminating in fair dismissal — Commission noted that 
some months earlier, respondent had reinstated applicant after summarily dismissing him for misconduct — Commission found that 
respondent could not prove that dismissal fair and therefore second dismissal must be considered alone and found although miscon- 
duct had occurred, it did not justify dismissal — Commission took into account fact that respondent lacked formal disciplinary codes 
of conduct ensuring procedural fairness re dismissals — Compensation granted — Cleaning  

Employee dismissed for alleged misconduct after customer claimed he was served cheap drinks — Union claimed unfair dismissal and 
sought reinstatement — Commission found employer failed to prove misconduct had occurred and delay of dismissal suggested con- 
donation of alleged misconduct — Granted — Hotel  

Employee dismissed summarily because of her alleged poor attitude and performance — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought 
reinstatement or compensation — Commission preferred evidence of applicant as more precise — Commission found respondent's 
manager had not sought explanation from applicant regarding an apparent "sickie" and had given no previous indication that he in- 
tended to terminate her employment — Commission found applicant's performance with the respondent company exemplory and 
questioned motivation for termination — Dismissal found to be unfair and reinstatement and compensation granted — Finance  

Employee dismissed summarily for alleged theft — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal — Commission considered circumstances 
sufficient to justify termination, but employer had acted without regard of a "fair deal" — Summary dismissal not justified, the com- 
pensation of paymentin lieu of notice ordered — Retail  

Employee summarily dismissed for falsification of application form — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation for 
loss of wages — Respondent refuted claim of summary dismissal and claimed termination in accordance with award provisions — Con- 
flict of evidence — Commission preferred evidence of applicant and found that respondent's officer had condoned his action re ap- 
plication form — Commission found dismissal to be unfair and unreasonable — Compensation granted — Farming  

MIXED FUNCTIONS 
'Introduction of award conditions for "outworkers" — Union sought to bring State award into line with Federal award as re limits on 

number ol outworkers allowed, provision of 38 hours of work/week, free delivery of their work, keeping of time and wages records 
and allowing union inspection of such — C.LC.'s noted previous occasions when similar claims rejected as unnecessary/unsubstan- 
tiated, etc — Fielding C., questioned the effectiveness of such conditions given that much of the "outwork" in question was done for 
retailers by "sub-contractors", who would not be "caught" by the Award — However, Majority accepted Union's submission re in- 
creased numbers of outworkers/their competitive advantage over factory workers, and agreed that the problems which had lead to the 
inclusion of outworkers provisions in the Federal award now also existed in W.A. — Claims granted, with exception of claim for "Mix- 
ed Functions" clause, given its specific exclusion in the Federal award — Clothing Trades  155 

NEXUS 
'Introduction of 38 hour week — Union sought "in principle" based on "well-recognised nexus" with several Eastern States 

awards — Respondent disputed existence of such nexus and claim that majority of similar workers in other States placed more 
favourably as re hours — CICS adopted Plastic Manufacturing case (64 WAIG 1575) approach and accepted existence of nexus — 
CICS also re-emphasised Watchmaker's case (64 WAIG 1319) approach, i.e. prima facie case exists for adoption of shorter hours 
where it can be shown that majority of like employees elsewhere in Australia are enjoying those hours — CICS decided that when such 
majority existed, Union could make fresh approach — Present claim refused — Laundry  57 
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NEXUS —continued 
'Wage increase or discontinuation of wage differentiation re minor/major employers sought for aerated and cordial manufacturing 

employees — Union had failed via anomalies conference to prove an inequity existed with federal and other state awards and applied to 
have application in its entirety heard before CICS — CICS noted similar application had been before CICS in 1983 in which a partial 
wage increase flow on had been granted that reflected wage award but not overaward wage increase in the federal arena in 1982 — 
CICS had noted Australian Commission had not recognised overaward increase as it offended the Wage Fixation Principles — CICS 
stated that present application sought to have 1983 decision reviewed on the grounds of the Commission's increased desire to remedy 
inequities with the rest of the Commonwealth and a nexus with the federal award — CICS found "union failed to make a case for fur- 
ther adjustment to the 'equitable base' established in 1983" but noted a review of the equitable base may be considered upon further in- 
vestigation — Dismissed — Manufacturing (Soft Drink)  796 

NIGHT AND WEEKEND WORK 
'Claim for time and three quarters for Sunday work in lieu of time and one half — On basis that rate already in "parent awards and most 

awards of this Commission, CICS granted increase — Security  

OVERAWARD PAYMENT 
Application seeking order that respondent pay additional amount on top of ordinary wage to any person employed as "Temporary 

Clerk" — "Temporary Clerk" deemed to be any employee whose continuing employment not guaranteed by respondent whilst 
business continued at profit level that had existed at time of person's employment — Respondent opposed — Application made to 
cover situation which had developed because respondent planned to relocate large proportion of business and had been recruiting peo- 
ple on understanding that they might not be retained after the move — Applicant did not criticize respondent for informing potential 
employees that their employment would not be of permanent nature, but submitted that such circumstance justified consideration over 
and above that in award — Commission concluded that any employer entitled to offer persons short term contracts for bonafide 
reasons and if person fully aware of terms, there was no reason for additional considerations — Dismissed — Clerks  67 

Application seeking exemption from operation of base rate wage increase orders, based on alleged financial incapacity — Wage increase 
order had specified that exceptions would only be allowed where companies in goldmining industry could show increases would have 
"dire consequences" for their viability (64 WAIG 1773) — Respondents claimed there was no evidence of such in any case — Commis- 
sion agreed in majority of cases presented — However, Commission noted possible damage to viability of North Kalgurli Mines Ltd. if 
flow on of increases took place. After noting that paid wage rates included recent indexation increase of overaward payments, commis- 
sion decided that North Kalgurli should not be exempted from base rate increase, but that paid rates should be less the indexation in- 
crease of overaward payments — Commission considered such a course maintained uniformity of base rates whilst adjusting 
overaward payment according to the "individual employer's circumstances", in accordance with the Principles — Other claims refus- 
ed— Gold Mining  194 

OVERTIME 
Alleged non payment of contractual benefits — Applicant claimed bonus payment in lieu of overtime or compensation for not receiving 

total annual salary package — Employee acknowledged overtime was not included in contract but claimed compensation because over- 
time worked was far in excess of amount employer indicated in the job interview — Commission found nothing to substantiate con- 
tractual benefits claimed but added that section 29(2) applications only dealt with basis of the contract and could not pursue issue of 
what may have been implied to be part of a contract — Dismissed — Finance  81 

Question re whether applicant dismissed from employment or not, in relation to section 29 (2) (a) application — Conflicting evidence — 
Applicant claimed dismissal and respondent stated she'd resigned — Commission preferred applicant's evidence and found dismissal 
in all circumstances unfair — Commission satisfied there was no suggestion that applicant had in any way been derelict in performance 
of her duties — Compensation awarded but claims re outstanding annual leave entitlements and unpaid overtime failed — Commission 
pointed out there was no entitlement to pro rata annual leave unless specifically agreed to in contract — Commission also found agree- 
ment for employee to be paid for overtime did not exist — Granted in part — Business College  68 

Double time rates for work done after 12 noon on Friday in Baking Industry sought by agreement — Commission not satisfied that claim 
would not significantly increase labour costs — Referred to CICS to be dealt with under Principle 11 — Referred — Baking  439 

Application to change overtime clause so that when workers recalled to work overtime after leaving his employer's premises, whether 
notified before or after leaving premises, shall be paid for minimum of four hours duty — Applicant claimed all its members employed 
by respondent excepting under this award were in receipt of this provision — Respondent argued that significant cost increase with 
possibility of flow on to other awards would result and considered matter should be dealt with by CICS — Commission examined 
origin of minimum payments for recall in other awards and on balance found that four hour minimum payment should not be extended 
to apply to workers notified of impending overtime before leaving employer's premises — Dismissed — Maritime  513 

Alleged breach of award re failure to keep accurate "Time and Wages" book and failure to pay overtime — Magistrate found employer 
was bound by award and employee's work covered under same — Magistrate accepted evidence of employee as to hours worked and 
found defendant's time and wages record to be unsatisfactory — Proven — MetalTrades  704 

Overtime payment claimed for work done on rostered day off — Question re whether roster was altered by notation only or in real terms 
— Magistrate found that the roster had not been altered in real terms and thus employee entitled to overtime — Proven — Hospital  716 

PENALTY RATES 
Employer sought order stating that provisions of award in regard to slaughtering pigs should apply and claimed special provision for 

boars "intensively bred" — Respondent objected — Commission regarded matter of disagreement as complex and saw its genesis first- 
ly in differences of opinion between parties as to when entire male pig had reached point where its physical characteristics constituted a 
difficulty in killing and dressing (for which penalty provided by award) and secondly because claimant's operations in respect of killing 
and dressing pigs has not previously been subject of analysis and industrial regulations — Commission found most appropriate 
physical characteristic to determine application of penalty rates to be weight ranges and decided on progressing increasing penalty rate 
accordingly — Commission also fixed tally for "chopper pigs" — Granted in part —Meat (State)  

'Increase in shift work loading sought when roster prohibits rotation of afternoon and/or night shift — CICS found itself in no position to 
assess disabilities due to inadequate evidence — Dismissed — Security  

'Claim for time and three quarters for Sunday work in lieu of time and one half — On basis that rate already in "parent" awards and most 
awards of this Commission, CICS granted increase — Security  

Extended baking hours — Amendment to award re permission for earlier baking to be done in ordinary hours of work — Parties agreed 
that newly converted ordinary hours should attract 2Vi times penally rates — Commission noted some bakers outside of Manufac- 
turers' Union opposed proposal — CICS 1983 decision (63 WAIG 2232) approved similar provision but urged penalties attached to or- 
dinary hours be rationalised — Commission stated in view of fact that disability only applied to some, a penalty rate on ordinary hours 
could not be imposed on whole industry — Commission decided agreement not in public interest because it had the potential to cause 
"flow ons" and increase consumer price — Referred to CICS — Bakers  

'Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 101) declining to implement that part of its finding relating to weight of 70 kg at 
which double penalty should be paid for slaughtering entire male pig — Case was concerned with question of when entire male pig has 
reached stage where its physical characteristics constitute difficulty in killing and dressing for which penalty is provided — Commission 
found it was dealing with "new work" within meaning of wage fixing Principles as appellant's operations in this field had not previous- 
ly been subject to industrial regulation — Commission declined to implement its finding because of its view that it offended Principles 
— Full Bench found Commission erred in failing to apply its finding and stated it would be in accordance with spirit of Principles to 
give effect to that which was found to be fair and equitable — Upheld — Meat  
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CUMULATIVE VXQEST—continued 
Page 

PIECEWORK 
introduction of award conditions for "outworkers" — Union sought to bring State award into line with Federal award as re limits on 

number of outworkers allowed, provision of 38 hours of work/week, free delivery of their work, keeping of time and wages records 
and allowing union inspection of such — C.I.C.'s noted previous occasions when similar claims rejected as unnecessary/unsubstan- 
tiated, etc — Fielding C., questioned the effectiveness of such conditions given that much of the "outwork" in question was done for 
retailers by "sub-contractors", who would not be "caught" by the Award — However, Majority accepted Union's submission re in- 
creased numbers of outworkers/their competitive advantage over factory workers, and agreed that the problems which had lead to the 
inclusion of outworkers provisions in the Federal award now also existed in W.A. — Claims granted, with exception of claim for "Mix- 
ed Functions" clause, given its specific exclusion in the Federal award — Clothing Trades  155 

PROCEDURAL MATTERS 
Failure to attend at conference — Proceedings instituted under section 44 of LA. Act after defendant had been summonsed but had failed 

to attend — President referred to previous case (64 WAIG 2139) and re-emphasised purpose and importance of section 44 — President 
found defendant's action of failing to attend to have been deliberate especially as his wife attempted to mislead Commission as to his 
whereabouts — However, President also noted several mitigating factors and imposed penalty of S250 only — Roofing  11 

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Original copy of application not in evidence as only photocopies available — 
Magistrate found on basis of his own investigation and fact that defendant submitted himself to jurisdiction, he was able to deal with 
case on its merits — Magistrate was satisfied on balance of probabilities that defendant was in building construction industry and that 
complainant employed on construction work as defined by award — Complaint proved — Building (Construction)  59 

Application to set aside Magistrate's order made in absence of defendant — Magistrate considered defendant to have been careless in not 
following up matter, particularly as he indicated preference for hearing date — Magistrate found defendant failed to show that he had 
a defence to matters in question — Dismissed — Building  336 

^Appeal against Magistrate's decision (65 WAIG 336) refusing to set aside order made in defendant's (appellant) absence — Full Bench 
found no grounds for setting aside Magistrate's exercise of discretion — Dismissed — Building  244 

PUBLIC INTEREST 
Extended baking hours — Amendment to award re permission for earlier baking to be done in ordinary hours of work — Parties agreed 

that newly converted ordinary hours should attract 2Zi times penalty rates — Commission noted some bakers outside of Manufac- 
turers' Union opposed proposal — C1CS 1983 decision (63 WAIG 2232) approved similar provision but urged penalties attached to or- 
dinary hours be rationalised — Commission stated in view of fact that disability only applied to some, a penalty rate on ordinary hours 
could not be imposed on whole industry — Commission decided agreement not in public interest because it had the potential to cause 
"flow ons" and increase consumer price — Referred to CICS — Bakers  439 

REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT 
Employee terminated due to economic downturn — Union claimed compensation for redundancy — Union pointed out that right to com- 

pensation for redundancy now more firmly entrenched and that amount provided by Ingle's formula (59 WAIG 400) ie. half pro rata 
long service leave, no longer appropriate — Employee dismissed shortly after discussing his job with foreman who had encouraged him 
to look for other jobs — Respondent did not dispute that termination due to downturn in orders, but claimed there was no entitlement 
to pro rata long service leave because employee had revealed his intention to leave — Commission found that respondent should have 
told employee of his pending retrenchment and that looking for alternative work was justified, considering foreman's advice — Com- 
mission pointed out that pro rata long service leave payments convenient basis for assessing compensation but where more claimed 
such additions may also be justified — Gr&ntedpro rataL.S.L., unused sick leave and wages for period of unemployment — Timber... 

Employee retrenched due to business downturn/reorganisation — Claimed unfair dismissal and sought re-employment and compensation 
— Commission noted that Respondent retrenched applicant for economic reasons/because of his record of unreliable attendance due 
to work related injuries — Commission ordered compensation of $1000 based on principle of "fair go all round" — Vehicle Building... 

:Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 315) granting compensation for redundancy — Appellant claimed Commission 
erred in awarind compensation based on sick leave entitlements and in failing to recognise that relevant circumstances in this instance 
are unlike those in previous cases where Commission had ordered compensation in nature of pro rata L.S.L. — Full Bench unable to 
find explanation in decision why employee should receive compensation for unused sick leave and set that part of order aside — Full 
Bench pointed out that no decision laying down principles which are bound to be followed existed — Full Bench examined other cases 
and found circumstances of present case not very different and that Commission had taken proper account of employer's cir- 
cumstances in so far as they affected employee's termination — Upheld in part — Timber  

Employee dismissed due to economic downturn after 13 years service — Claimed unfair termination and sought reinstatement or compen- 
sation — Respondent assessed all its employees prior to wind down of operations — On evidence, applicant found to be a meticulous 
worker but was reluctant to accept authority of appointed superiors — Employment terminated with payment of all outstanding 
entitlements under contract of service — Commission satisfied respondent had not acted unfairly — Dismissed — Construction 
(Shipping)  

Employee terminated for economic reasons — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation comprised of accrued sick 
leave benefits, redundancy payment, bonus — Applicant claimed entitlements received at termination insufficient and that reason for 
his dismissal was not as claimed but due to falling out with site manager — Where conflict existed, Commission preferred evidence of 
Respondent — Commission found dismissal to be result of redundancy — Dismissed — Building  

3Adoption of terms of order amending Federal Metal Industry Award re termination of employment, introduction of change and re- 
dundancy sought for four State awards — Applicants asked that CICS deal with these claims as "test" case — Respondents argued 
that applications should not be seen to constitute de facto General Order proceedings and wanted case by case approach retained — 
CICS pointed out that as proceedings not under section 51 of I.R. Act, onus rested on applicants and it was not sufficient to argue that 
claims should be granted to contribute to greater consistency between State and Federal awards — CICS not able to discharge its 
obligations under section 26 of I.R. Act by adopting claim without independent examination of its merits — CICS found that marked 
decline in applications to Commission for severance and redundancy payments in last 12 months lend weight to proposition that 
"broad brush" approach not necessary — Dismissed  
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REINSTATEMENT 
Employee dismissed for failure to carry out duties, disobedience and poor supervisory skills — Claimed unfair dismissal and sought rein- 

statement — Commission found significant conflict in evidence, but regarded witnesses for respondent to be most reliable — Commis- 
sion found that the applicant had been given numerous verbal warnings and that it was not unreasonable that the respondent should 
terminate applicant's services — Dismissed  

Employee dismissed for alleged misconduct after customer claimed he was served cheap drinks — Union claimed unfair dismissal and 
sought reinstatement — Commission found employer failed to prove misconduct had occurred and delay of dismissal suggested con- 
donation of alleged misconduct — Granted— Hotel  

Employee dismissed due to economic downturn after 13 years service — Claimed unfair termination and sought reinstatement or compen- 
sation — Respondent assessed all its employees prior to wind down of operations — On evidence, applicant found to be a meticulous 
worker but was reluctant to accept authority of appointed superiors — Employment terminated with payment of all outstanding en- 
titlements under contract of service — Commission satisfied respondent had not acted unfairly — Dismissed — Construction 
(Shipping)  

Employee dismissed summarily because of her alleged poor attitude and performance — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought 
reinstatement or compensation — Commission preferred evidence of applicant as more precise — Commission found respondent's 
manager had not sought explanation from applicant regarding an apparent "sickie" and had given no previous indication that he in- 
tended to terminate her employment — Commission found applicant's performance with the respondent company exemplory and 
questioned motivation for termination — Dismissal found to be unfair and reinstatement and compensation granted — Finance  

Employee dismissed for alleged unsatisfactory work performance — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement and 
compensation — Commission found evidence revealed applicant unable to cope with equipment inferior to that which he was ac- 
customed — Termination not considered unfair but could have been handled with "more finesse and understanding" — Dismissed — 
Glass works  

SAFETY 
Payment of wages sought by union members who had left their place of employment due to a water supply breakdown — Union claimed 

men entitled to leave workplace because there was no drinking water and unsafe toilet facilities — Respondent denied safety problem 
and claimed that water had been partially restored — Commission cited Hall v. General Motors (1979; 45 FLR 272 at 279); "it is the 
task of the applicant to demonstrate that there was in fact a hazard of sufficient moment to cause employees to fear for their safety" — 
Commission found insufficient evidence to satisfy criteria — Dismissed — Metal Trades (Railways)  

"Claim for directive that respondent put airconditioning in particular vehicle — Applicant relied on Transport Workers airconditioning 
case (61 WAIG 1755) and FBU v. FBB (62 WAIG760) to support claim — Respondent opposed claim on grounds that health and safe- 
ty were not a factor and that it was opposed to current government policy for airconditioning of vehicles — Commission agreed with 
Respondent that claim fell under Principle 11 of Wage Fixation Principles (63 WAIG 2207) as it intended to improve working condi- 
tions of particular employee and as such may be seen as labour cost increase to employer — Commission regarded evidence as insuffi- 
cient and also pointed to important aspect of Principles re need for applicant to demonstrate that other employees not operating in 
similar circumstances — Dismissed — Fire Brigade  

Claim to reduce manning in cooling water pump house from two men to one — Claim remitted for further hearing and determination 
from Full Bench due to doubts on the safety aspects of demanning proposal — Aid of expert enlisted and his report indicated manning 
levels could be reduced without compromising safety if Company was prepared to remove existing hazards — Company advised Com- 
mission all matters raised in report were attended to and proposed to complete modifications of large number of additional items — 
Commission not convinced that Company had achieved its objectives and recommended time period to enable most if not all modifica- 
tions to be finished before demanning Granted — Oil Refining  

SHIFTWORK 
New roster providing one extra day's leisure without changing total hours sought for employees in publishing area — Applicant claimed 

variation in roster would not entail additional cost for respondent but would actually result in saving in labour costs — Respondent 
contended that significant cost factor was involved resulting in probable overtime or increased manning and argued that it should have 
the right to roster its employees in accordance with production requirements and provisions of award — Commission saw purpose of 
roster to be "allocation of ordinary hours of work over days of working week so as to provide optimum manning for purpose of and 
having regard to respondent's operations provided that roster does not impose unjust or unreasonable demands on employees subject 
thereto" — Commission found new roster did not fit overriding criteria of spreading hours or work required by respondent for opti- 
mum efficiency in production — Dismissed — Printing  

'Increase in shift work loading sought when roster prohibits rotation of afternoon and/or night shift — CICS found itself in no position 
to assess disabilities due to inadequate evidence — Dismissed — Security  

Reduction of cleaning hours for single persons quarters sought by employer — Union claimed, to maintain cleaning standards, work be no 
less than seven hours per day — Applicant contended six, five and four hours appropriate for satisfactory standard of cleaning — 
Evidence by officer of Commission indicated rooms not able to be cleared within allotted hours as they were still occupied when reduc- 
ed shift completed — Commission concluded existing provisions of seven, six and five hours to remain with later commencing time for 
the shift — Order accordingly — Cleaning (Iron Ore)  

SICK LEAVE 
Employee terminated due to economic downturn — Union claimed compensation for redundancy — Union pointed out that right to com- 

pensation for redundancy now more firmly entrenched and that amount provided by Ingle's formula (59 WAIG 400) i.e. half pro ram 
long service leave, no longer appropriate — Employee dismissed shortly after discussing his job with foreman who had encouraged him 
to look for other jobs — Respondent did not dispute that termination due to downturn in orders, but claimed there was no entitlement 
to pro rala long service leave because employee had revealed his intention to leave — Commission found that respondent should have 
told employee of his pending retrenchment and that looking for alternative work was justified, considering foreman's advice — Com- 
mission pointed out that pro ram long service leave payments convenient basis for assessing compensation but where more claimed 
such additions may also be justified — Granted pro ram L.S.L., unused sick leave and wages for period of unemployment — Timber... 

Walue of accumulated sick leave to be paid to employee on his retirement/to his dependent's upon his death — Union sought application 
of this aspect of "wharf conditions" to government officer employed at North Quay as Cargo Superintendent — Respondent opposed 
claim on grounds that it would increase labour costs, flow on to other government officers and was contrary to Principles — Collier, 
S.C., was prepared to grant the claim after noting "precedent" created by "Roberts case" (59 WAIG 175) and finding employee con- 
cerned to be readily distinguishable from his fellow government officers because of his work location — However, Majority disagreed 
— Martin C. decided it was inequitable to consider one condition in isolation and ignore a contract which had been accepted from its 
inception as based upon conditions applicable to Public Servants (not wharf conditions) — "Roberts case" had itself made it clear that 
it was not a precedent, precedents in the Commission only arising from decisions of Full Bench/CICS — Fielding C., was also uncon- 
vinced that there would be no flow-ons — Dismissed — Clerical/Shipping  

-'Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 115) granting compensation for redundancy — Appellant claimed Commission 
erred in awarding compensation based on sick leave entitlements and in failing to recognise that relevant circumstances in this instance 
are unlike those in previous cases where Commission had ordered compensation in nature of pro rata L.S.L. — Full Bench unable to 
find explanation in decision why employee should receive compensation for unused sick leave and set that part of order aside — Full 
Bench pointed out that no decision laying down principles which are bound to be followed existed — Full Bench examined other cases 
and found circumstances of present case not very different and that Commission had taken proper account of employer's cir- 
cumstances in so far as they affected employee's termination — Upheld in part — Timber  
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STAND DOWN 
Order sought that employees stood down on two days because of industrial action by other of respondent's employees, be paid their 

ordinary wages for time they were so stood down — Respondent objected — Commission found material presented was not of a kind 
enabling it to make a factual finding and disallowed claim while stating applicant may pursue matter afresh — Dismissed — Printing.... 

Employees stood down due to breakdown of machinery — Union claimed workers entitled to wages as stand down could have been 
avoided if employer had conducted proper maintenance — Conflict of evidence — Employee claimed breakdown without warning and 
entitlement to invoke Breakdown Clause — Commission conducted inspections and found employer lost entitlement to Breakdown 
Clause as stoppage could have been prevented — Granted — Meat  

SUPERANNUATION 
Alleged non-payment of superannuation and notice under contract of service — Commission found that claim for superannuation must 

fail as employee had not served minimum time of eight years before any entitlement arose — Evidence was conflicting in regards to 
notice and Commission preferred employer's evidence — Commission found applicant failed to show that contract had not been com- 
plied with — Dismissed — Retail  534 

TALLIES 
Employer sought to amend award by adding new equivalent in following terms "four trunks boned on rail with leg and chump 

attached shall equal three carcases" — Union objected and put forward counterproposal — Commission found that the evidence 
presented made decision a "matter of fact and method of boning" and that degree of difficulty and care exercised on boning trunks 
made up for the lesser quantity of product worked upon — Upon comparison with boning out whole carcases, Commission found that 
the tally for each such operation should be the same — Applicant's claim not allowed — Commission ordered that for "Trunk on 
bench or table, four trunks shall equal 3 carcases. For carcases on rail or chain, one carcase shall equal one carcase" — Commission 
found no reason to include "saving" and "reinforcing" counterproposals of the Respondent because directives to employees are 
employer's prerogative — Granted in part — Meat (State)  

Employer sought order stating that provisions of award in regard to slaughtering pigs should apply and claimed special pro- 
vision for boars "intensively bred" — Respondent objected — Commission regarded matter of disagreement as complex and saw its 
genesis firstly in differences of opinion between parties as to when entire male pig had reached point where its physical characteristics 
constituted a difficulty in killing and dressing (for which penalty provided by award) and secondly because claimant's operations in 
respect of killing and dressing pigs has not previously been subject of analysis and industrial regulations — Commission found most ap- 
propriate physical characteristic to determine application of penalty rates to be weight ranges and decided on progressing increasing 
penalty rate accordingly — Commission also fixed tally for "chopper pigs" — Granted in part — Meat (State)  

-'Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 47) re new equivalent set for boners for "trunks" on rail, for purpose of remunera- 
tion —■ Appellant claimed equivalent set by Commission i.e. "carcases on rail or chain, one trunk shall equal one carcase" should be 
changed to equivalent of boning a trunk on the bench as there was no material distinction between methods — Full Bench noted that 
Commission had rejected bench method as basis of comparison because it involved lesser "carcase" and different techniques — Full 
Bench agreed with Commission's comparison i.e. boning trunk on rail equal to boning whole of carcase on rail — Dismissed — Meat... 

Orders sought correcting alleged errors in awards — Applicants submitted that evidence clearly established error made by parties in 
drafting Tallies and Penalties clause re method of calculation of earnings for tally workers when processing "overweight" cattle — Ap- 
plicants claimed Commission has power under section 27 I.R. Act or by Commission's "inherent jurisdiction" as Court of Record to 
vary its own orders so as to carry out its own meaning or to make its meaning plain — Commission agreed with respondent and found 
that it does not have specific power of correction other than in course of procedures in running and thus cannot act in accordance with 
section 27 as contended by applicants — Commission also found it does not possess any "inherent jurisdiction" and whilst it con- 
sidered applications worthy of success, it would not allow them — Dismissed —■ Meat  

-'Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 101) declining to implement that part of its finding relating to weight of 70 kg at 
which double penalty should be paid for slaughtering entire male pig has reached state where its physical characteristics constitute dif- 
ficulty in killing and dressing for which penalty is provided — Commission found it was dealing with "new work" within meaning of 
wage fixing Principles as appellant's operations in this field had not previously been subject to industrial regulation — Commission 
declined to implement its finding because of its view that it offended Principles — Full Bench found Commission erred in failing to ap- 
ply its finding and staled it would be in accordance with spirit of Principles to give effect to that which was found to be fair and 
equitable — Upheld — Meat  

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE — 
Wage increase sought for four classifications of workers employed at Sunday Times — At Anomalies Conference hearing parties advised 

their only change of success was to establish a work value case — Evidence indicated that major technological changes had significantly 
altered operations in printing and publishing departments — Commission found flow-on to employees at W.A. Newspapers unlikely 
— Calculations of increases made with view to preserving long established relativities among the four classifications — Commission 
found striking of new wage rate applying specifically and to those workers alone, effectively created four new and unique classes —- 
Granted — Printing (Newspapers)  690 

TERMINATION 
Employee terminated because her services were "unsatisfactory" — Union claimed respondent dismissed employee merely with inten- 

tion of avoiding payment of pro raia long service leave — Respondent had not warned employee of possible termination as she was a 
longstanding employee and "he did not want to hurt her feelings" — Board considered Respondent to have been long suffering, as 
employee had refused to talk to anyone for last six months — Board dismissed claim that employee's services terminated merely with 
intention of avoiding payment for pro raia long service leave — However, Board found that on balance of probabilities, employee had 
already completed 10 years continuous service and was thus entitled to pro raia long service leave — Granted  65 

Question re whether applicant dismissed from employment or not, in relation to section 29 (2) (a) application — Conflicting evidence — 
Applicant claimed dismissal and respondent stated she resigned — Commission preferred applicant's evidence and found dismissal in 
all circumstances unfair — Commission satisfied there was no suggestion that applicant had in any way been derelict in performance of 
her duties — Compensation awarded but claims re outstanding annual leave entitlements and unpaid overtime failed — Commission 
pointed out there was no entitlements iopro raia annual leave unless specifically agreed to in contract — Commission also found agree- 
ment for employee to be paid for overtime did not exist — Granted in part — Business College  68 

Employee dismissed summarily for alleged dishonesty — Applicant sought unpaid overtime and wages in lieu of notice due under 
contract of service — Respondent claimed applicant's dismissal justifiable, on grounds that she claimed for unauthorised overtime, 
that she protracted her work to create overtime and that she claimed for overtime not performed — Commission accepted applicant's 
evidence and found summary dismissal to have been unjustified — Granted — Clerks (Legal)  71 

40551—20 
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TERMINATION—continued 
Employee dismissed because he failed to carry out his prime function of running health club and promoting sales — Appli- 

cant claimed unfair dismissal, seeking compensation — Right from beginning of employment both parties aware of employee's lack of 
experience in health and fitness industry — Commission found that respondent at no time expressed dissatisfaction regarding par- 
ticular work carried out by applicant and there was no evidence that applicant failed to carry out lawful instructions — Dismissal found 
to be unfair — Compensation granted — Health and Fitness  

Employee dismissed summarily for breach of confidence — Claimed compensation for unfair termination, one week's pay in lieu of 
notice and pro rata holiday pay — While working as duty manager employee obtained confidential roster from assistant manager's 
desk in her absence by going through her officially personal papers — Applicant claimed his action had not constituted breach of con- 
fidence and that he was within his managerial prerogative to have obtained the information — Where conflict existed, Commission 
preferred evidence of respondent — Commission found employee had no right to go to desk in question and that his conduct was in- 
consistent with proper fulfilment of his obligations as employee — Claim for pro rata annual leave failed as no specific agreement en- 
titling employee to such existed — Dismissed — Restaurant  

Employee dismissed for alleged false claim re wages — Applicant claimed dismissal unfair and sought compensation for such over and 
above contractual entitlements received — Respondent rejected claims — Commission found employee's claim re wages unjustified, 
but not a wilful criminal act to obtain moneys from respondent — Commission found instead of correcting employee's error, super- 
visor had seen wrong claim as opportunity to rid himself of employee, whose attitude and actions he resented — Commission con- 
sidered friction that existed between employee and supervisor largely responsible for dismissal — Compensation granted — Mining 
(Copper/Zinc)  

Employee terminated due to economic downturn — Union claimed compensation for redundancy — Union pointed out that right to com- 
pensation for redundancy now more firmly entrenched and that amount provided by Ingle's formula (59 WAIG 400) ie half pro rata 
long service leave, no longer appropriate — Employee dismissed shortly after discussing his job with foreman who had encouraged him 
to look for other jobs — Respondent did not dispute that termination due to downturn in orders, but claimed there was no entitlement 
to pro rata long service leave because employee had revealed his intention to leave — Commission found that respondent should have 
told employee of his pending retrenchment and that looking for alternative work was justified, considering foreman's advice — Com- 
mission pointed out that pro rata long service leave payments convenient basis for assessing compensation but where more claimed 
such additions may also be justified — Granted pro rata U.S. L., unused sick leave and wages for period of unemployment— Timber... 

Employee dismissed for failure to carry out duties, disobedience and poor supervisory skills — claimed unfair dismissal and sought 
reinstatement — Commission found significant conflict in evidence, but regarded witnesses for respondent to be most reliable — Com- 
mission found that the applicant had been given numerous verbal warnings and that it was not unreasonable that the respondent should 
terminate applicant's services — Dismissed  

Unfair dismissal claim — Respondent dissatisfied with work of applicant — Applicant made aware of this and that 
unless his performance improved he would be dismissed — Commission found Respondent had acted with procedural fairness in ac- 
cordance with contract — Dismissed — Fast Food  

Employee dismissed for unsatisfactory work performance especially re poor sales figures — Unfair dismissal claimed — 
Commission found that evidence given did not support Respondent's claim that Applicant had not responded to manager's request to 
improve sales, stating also that two months was insufficient period to assess work performed — Commission added that the failure to 
fill in a weekly report in the absence of any other reason, was insufficient to justify termination — Compensation for unfair dismissal 
ordered — Paint Sales  

Unfair dismissal claimed after employee dismissed for neglecting his duties — Respondent claimed applicant had reneged on an agreement 
to divest himself of other personal business commitments — Commission found that although applicant had not met certain work 
obligations, both parties had contributed to unsatisfactory work relations — On balance of evidence, respondent had failed to meet his 
obligations by allowing the employment relationship to deteriorate over several months, to the point where applicant's employment 
was jeopardised — Compensation granted — Wire  

Employee retrenched due to business downturn/reorganisation — Claimed unfair dismissal and sought re-employment and compensation 
— Commission noted that Respondent retrenched applicant for economic reasons/because of his record of unreliable attendance due 
to work related injuries — Commission ordered compensation of $1000based on principle of "fair go all round" — Vehicle Building... 

Pro Rata Long Service Leave sought by employee who had been dismissed due to employer's incapacity "to pay his wages" and sub- 
sequently found guilty of stealing from employer — Board of Reference noted that L.S.L. is a benefit which only accrues when certain 
contingencies met, i.e. completion of 10 years service and termination by employer for reasons other than misconduct — In addition, 
implied in employee's contract of service is requirement that he "faithfully and truly discharges his duty towards his employer" — Fact 
that he had not done so whether discovered before/after dismissal, meant employer had been "entitled" to dismiss employee for 
misconduct — Refused — Darts Administration  

'Employee dismissed after S1/: years service, on attaining 60 years of age, due to Respondent's retirement policy for females — Claimed 
pro rata long service leave — Commission considered circumstances of employee's situation similar to those in earlier case at 63 WAIG 
861 — C1CS decided that retirement at age 60 was not a condition of claimant's employment at time of her appointment — Respon- 
dent's reference to similarities with Ingles case (59 WAIG 400/1) rejected as inappropriate — Compensation pro rata L.S.L. granted 
— Domestic/Hospital  

Dismissal of employee due to incompatability with state manager — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought reinstatement and 
compensation — Commission satisfied that Applicant failed to comply with "lawful directions" of state manager — Commission 
noted principle of "a fair warning" but found Applicant's "reckless" behaviour such that the absence of a warning by Respondent did 
not constitute unfair dismissal — Dismissed — Sales  

Employee dismissed for allegedly attempting to steal gold chains — Applicant denied stealing attempt and sought compensation and 
declaration stating his dismissal to be unfair — Commission preferred evidence of applicant and found respondent had not discharged 
onus showing that action on which dismissal was based actually occurred — Commission issued declaration stating applicant to have 
been unfairly dismissed and granted compensation — Retail  

Employee summarily dismissed for failing to carry out his designated duties and for poor attitude to clients — Applicant sought benefits 
allegedly owing under contract of service — At time of dismissal applicant had not disputed reasons given and Commission found 
absence of substantial denial to point to applicant's acceptance of reasons as sufficiently grave to justify dismissal — Commission 
preferred Manager's evidence and was satisfied that his action did not constitute unfair dismissal — Dismissed — Building  

Termination of employment as a result of a "sequence of incidents" re performance of duties, attitude towards his superiors, inability to 
work with fellow employees — Employee claimed unfair dismissal — Commission noted evidence re applicant's continued lack of co- 
operation and that several warnings had been issued — Union submitted that employee was "driven to excesses" due to his dissatisfac- 
tion at the non-recognition of his qualifications — Commission accepted union's evidence, however, found there was no justification 
to challenge his supervisor and the employee failed to meet his obligations under his contract of service — Dismissed — Horticulture.... 

Employee terminated for economic reasons — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought contractual benefits and one month's pay 
in lieu of notice — Commission agreed with respondent that so far as the claim purports to seek compensation for unfair dismissal, the 
Commission had no jurisdiction as applicant covered by a Federal Award — However, Commission had jurisdiction where the claim 
related to overaward payments — Private settlement between parties — Dismissed — Advertising  

'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WAIG 1928) quashing decision by Commission (at 64 WAIG 1658) to dismiss claims for 
reinstatement by two employees — Appellant claimed error of law and excess of jurisdiction on part of Full Bench — Court saw ques- 
tion as being whether legal right of employer had been exercised so harshly or oppressively against employees so as to amount to an 
abuse of that right — Court pointed out that critical factors to which Commission did not appear to have given consideration were the 
fact that there was no intention either to repudiate employer's authority or to avoid payment for meal, and length of past service of 
each employee — Court found that as Commission had failed to take these factors into account, Full Bench was entirely justified in 
substituting its opinion in deciding that employer had abused its right to terminate contracts — Dismissed — Nursing Homes  
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TERMINATION —conlinued 
Compensation sought for loss of employment — Applicant claimed dismissal for misconduct unfair — Respondent stated applicant's 

attitude towards responsibility and work required of him had deteriorated, culminating in fair dismissal — Commission noted that 
some months earlier, respondent had reinstated applicant after summarily dismissing him for misconduct — Commission found that 
respondent could not prove that dismissal fair and therefore second dismissal must be considered alone and found although miscon- 
duct had occurred, it did not justify dismissal — Commission took into account fact that respondent lacked formal disciplinary codes 
of conduct ensuring procedural fairness re dismissals — Compensation granted — Cleaning  

Employee terminated when Respondent company "wound up" — Sought to recover benefit of contract of service i.e. pro rata long 
service leave — Commission found that as respondent company was already in liquidation the claim was not within its jurisdiction — 
Dismissed — Steel Fabrication    

Employee dismissed for alleged misconduct after customer claimed he was served cheap drinks — Union claimed unfair dismissal and 
sought reinstatement — Commission found employer failed to prove misconduct had occurred and delay of dismissal suggested con- 
dondation of ailegged misconduct — Granted — Hotel  

Employee dismissed because his services were "unsatisfactory" — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation — 
Applicant claimed he was appointed as Manager/Secretary after three months probation — Respondent stated Applicant was at all 
times on probation as after he had failed to perform to its satisfaction initial probationary period was extended — Commission prefer- 
red testimony of respondent's president where evidence conflicted — Commission found that applicant had been employed on proba- 
tion and that he had not received confirmation of his employment — Commission found dismissal was not unfair as applicant had not 
met requirements of his job — Dismissed — Hotel  

Employee dismissed due to economic downturn after 13 years service — Claimed unfair termination and sought reinstatement or compen- 
sation — Respondent assessed all its employees prior to wind down of operations — On evidence, applicant found to be a meticulous 
worker but was reluctant to accept authority of appointed superiors — Employment terminated with payment of all outstanding en- 
titlements under contract of service — Commission satisfied respondent had not acted unfairly — Dismissed — Construction 
(Shipping)  

Non-payment of contractual benefit — Applicant claimed one month's contract fee in lieu of notice —■ Respondent failed to appear 
— In letter to applicant, respondent rejected that contract was binding as applicant's dismissal was due to insubordination of agreed 
contractual conditions — Commission found that it was intention of contract to provide liquidated damage in lieu of appropriate 
notice — Granted — Hotel  

Employee terminated for economic reasons — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation comprised of accrued sick 
leave benefits, redundancy payment, bonus — Applicant claimed entitlements received at termination insufficient and that reason for 
his dismissal was not as claimed but due to falling out with site manager — Where conflict existed. Commission preferred evidence of 
Respondent — Commission found dismissal to be result of redundancy — Dismissed — Building  

Employee dismissed for inordinant length of time taken for completion of work — Applicant claimed he was dismissed unfairly because 
he had queried his wage rate — Respondent denied claim — Commission found applicant's work performance had been subject of 
complaint on several previous occasions — Applicant asserted that he was not warned of impending dismissal — Commission found 
that he had been told to "get his act together" and his failure to do so justified termination — Dismissed — Machinery Supply  

Employee dismissed summarily because of her alleged poor attitude and performance — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought 
reinstatement or compensation — Commission preferred evidence of applicant as more precise — Commission found respondent's 
manager had not sought explanation from applicant regarding an apparent "sickie" and had given no previous indication that he in- 
tended to terminate her employment — Commission found applicant's performance with the respondent company exemplory and 
questioned motivation for termination —■ Dismissal found to be unfair and reinstatement and compensation granted — Finance  

Employee's services terminated due to alleged sub-standard work — Applicant claimed dismissal was unfair and sought compensation 
— Commission accepted respondent's evidence that despite previous reprimands for poor quality work applicant's performance had 
not improved and he was thus forced to terminate employment — Commission found dismissal was not unfair — Dismissed — 
Manufacturing        

Employee dismissed summarily for alleged theft — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal — Commission considered circumstances suffi- 
cient to justify termination, but employer had acted without regard of a "fair deal" — Summary dismissal not justified, and compen- 
sation of payment in lieu of notice ordered — Retail  

Employee dismissed upon return from annual leave — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought benefit allegedly owing under 
contract of service — Respondent claimed applicant failed to discharge his duties and that he acted in manner not befitting an 
employee — Commission pointed out that in this day and age it was sell settled that employee entitled to some counselling before ter- 
mination in event of conduct that employer might find objectionable — Commission found dismissal unfair and awarded compensa- 
tion — Regarding payment of commission on orders placed with applicant, Commission found right to remuneration not coterminous 
with employment and left it open for applicant to bring another application — Granted in part — Sales (Footware)  

Employee summarily dismissed for falsification of application form — Applicant claimed unfair dismissal and sought compensation for 
loss of wages — Respondent refuted claim of summary dismissal and claimed termination in accordance with award provisions— Con- 
flict of evidence — Commission preferred evidence of applicant and found that respondent's officer had condoned his action re ap- 
plication form — Commission found dismissal to be unfair and unreasonable — Compensation granted — Farming  

Employee dismissed for alleged unsatisfactory work performance —- Applicant claimed unfair dismissal, seeking reinstatement and 
compensation — Commission found evidence revealed applicant unable to cope with equipment inferior to that which he was ac- 
customed — Termination not considered unfair but could have been handled with "more finesse and understanding" — Dismissed — 
Glass works      

TRAVELLING 
Fare allowance for workers instructed to attend at meeting held at course more than 10km from GPO where transport not provided by 

employer — Respondent objected and stated it did not operate on any venue other than its own and thus did not instruct its employees 
to attend elsewhere — Commission found claim to be based on misconception — Dismissed — Clerks (Racing)  

Two airfare entitlements sought during one period of annual leave — Respondent objected stating that entitlement could only be claimed 
prior to proceeding on leave — Commission found that although award provisions allowed for "two airfares per year", it was to be 
construed as "one airfare per period of leave" — Dismissed — Maritime  

'Site allowance for construction work and travelling allowance sought by security employees — Applicant referred to other awards/agree- 
ments where security employees received benefits of conditions peculiar to construction projects — Respondent denied claim and refer- 
red to Australian Commission decision (E 1317) in which payment made only for those employees suffering disability associated with 
construction on site — CICS found nothing indicating disabilities of this workplace to be different from any other site where gatekeep- 
ing and watching duties were undertaken — CICS pointed out that because disabilities were experienced by persons normally engaged 
on construction work, this should not give rise to an automatic conclusion that others on site experienced same disabilities — As 
regards travelling allowance, CICS awarded some compensation for employees using private transport — Granted in part — Security 
Industry  
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UNIONS 
'Appeal against Full Bench decision (at 64 WAIG 876) dismissing application by Association of Professional Engineers, 

Australia (AREA) to be registered as union — Appellant claimed Full Bench erred in law on two grounds — Firstly, in deciding that by 
reason of APEA's eligibility for membership rule so as to include academic staff, it was incapable of registration and thus Full Bench 
without jurisdiction — Secondly, in finding registration neither necessary or desirable for purposes and objects of LA. Act — Court 
found it necessary to deal only with first ground — Court rejected appellant's argument that all that was necessary was for there to be a 
minimum number of employees amongst membership to justify registration under section 53 I. A. Act — Clear statutory intention that 
unions consisting of employees as defined by I. A. Act should consist of only employees and not non-employees as well — Court found 
Full Bench correct in deciding it had no jurisdiction to register APEAas union — Dismissed — Engineering  

"■Allegation that state-registered union had failed to observe its rules — President recalled recent similar case which had arisen because 
state union and WA Branch of Federal union being run as one, even though their rules were different (63 WAIG 1929) — Respondent 
(Union) did not deny failure to observe rules, but claimed matters raised were either trifling, reflections of administrative inefficienccs 
or the bona fide result of observing Branch rules . . because those in charge treated the union as a branch of the federal 
organisation" — President noted that many of the allegations concerned past events which could not be altered or domestic affairs in- 
appropriate to be dealt with under section 66 I.A. Act — However, in several other instances (dismantling of benefit funds, election of 
delegates to state conference, failure to purge register of unfinancial members, inaccurate information provided to Registrar, etc.), 
President considered rules should be enforced — Initial order directed compliance with rules concerned — Subsequent order directed 
Registrar to institute proceedings for an offence against the Act re failing to file a financial return within the prescribed time — 
Building  

•'Appeal against Commission's decision (64 WAIG 2141) awarding FMWU coverage of certain workers to exclusion of FLAIEU in grant- 
ing of new award — Full Bench considered heart of problem to be question whether aged hostels or mental care establishments fall 
within accommodation industry notwithstanding that they are hospitals for purpose of FMWU's constitutional rule — In 1976 CICS 
(57 WAIG 89) answered this question in affirmative and principal thrust of appellant's argument was that Commission departed from 
that finding upon flimsiest evidence of changed circumstance — Full Bench refused to interfere with decision of Commission on in- 
dustrial coverage and dismissed appeal on those grounds — However, Full Bench found Commission paid insufficient attention to all 
important question as to whether rales claimed could be awarded having regard for work value and Wage Fixing Principles — On that 
basis Full Bench remitted case to Commission for further hearing and determination — Upheld in part — Aged and Disabled Persons 
Hostels  

Demarcation dispute re union coverage of employees engaged in operating the "A" frame section at the Kwinana yards — ARU claimed 
the work should be exclusively that of its members as signalmen's work has historically been province of ARU staff — Respondent 
argued operational problems would be created — Commission conducted inspections and found efficient operation to be only possible 
if work carried out by whoever is available and qualified — If union's claim granted additional labour would be needed — Dismissed — 
Railways  

•Industrial coverage of particular employees in Good Samaritan and F.C.B. Industries sought by H.S.O.A. — F.C.U. objected re 
persons eligible to be covered by it — Full Bench satisfied that activities of both industries were similar to other employers referred to in 
H.S.O.A. constitution and that H.S.O.A. had demonstrated it was an appropriate union despite the overlapping of eligibility with 
F.C.U. — Full Bench noted that previously similar extensions to coverage had been granted to H.S.O.A. despite objection of F.C.U. 
— Application granted on proviso that "the qualification to coverage" consistent with previous alterations remained — Hospital An- 
cillary Services  

'Withdrawal of Registrar's decision to grant an election for certain positions on CATU's Committee of Management sought — Applicant 
claimed that persons who had been elected to fill casual vacancies were elected pursuant to rule 15 for a period of four years and 
therefore an election was not necessary — Commission upheld Registrar's decision that the rule governing the filling of casual vacan- 
cies stated that persons are elected for the unexpired portion of the term of office of the person vacating the office — Dismissed — 
Clothing    

Dispute as to which union should have right to enrol operators at planned automated can production plant — BEU claimed conditions of 
Brewing Industry and Malting Industry Award should apply to operators — Question concerned with matter of interpretation of con- 
stitution rules of AMSWU and BEU leaving survivors to enter into negotiations with respondent after that matter decided — Essence 
of BEU's case was that respondent is closely aligned with brewery and as cans produced by respondent provide key element in brewing 
industry and work of operators not covered by another union, it must fall within BEU's rule — Commission found respondent to be 
organisation with corporate identity of its own and its work did not fall within that contemplated by BEU's rule — Consequently 
AMSWU able to continue negotiations and BEU's application dismissed — Can Production  

Dispute as to which union should drive haulpaks from the workshop to the "ready line" at Pannawonica — Both ETU and AWU claimed 
work to be that of its own members — Previous CICS decision (at 58 WAIG 1614) found ETU assistants could only operate machinery 
for testing completed work — Commission convinced operating machinery from "ready line" to workshop not considered work 
associated with testing of repairs and/or maintenance of machinery — Commission found in general, driving of vehicles appropriate to 
be done by AWU members — Order accordingly — Iron Ore  

'Appeals against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 721) that neither AMWSU or BEU had constitutional coverage of operators in 
proposed can production plant — AMWSU claimed that Commission erred in concluding that it did not have constitutional coverage 
of operators and should have concluded that such operators were shcetmetal workers — BEU based its appeal upon words of its rule 
"in and/or about a brewery" which it interpreted to be reference to legal and related product proximity rather than geographical prox- 
imity so as to include operators — Full Bench shared Commission's opinion that BEU sought to give those words meaning they cannot 
sustain — Full Bench found operators to be shcetmetal workers and as such eligible for AMWSU membership and stated that Commis- 
sion took insufficient account of technological change upon tasks to be performed by employees — Granted in part — Can Production 

4Ex member of ASE sought order requiring union to recover and return to its general account amount of money paid out to officials — 
Each paid official required to contribute to federal union fund providing for retirement allowances — In 1983 federal union repaid 
contributions together with amount representing reasonable return as officials not eligible for membership — President found ample 
justification to treat money not as part of general funds but as return of contributions which ASE had paid over for benefit of officials 
and received back together with interest on express conditions that it be paid out to those officials — Dismissed — Union  

'Allegation by members of CJU that union did not properly observe certain rules re Annual Conference procedures, election of delegates 
from sub-branches, enrolment of ineligible members, collection of fees, expenditure of funds contrary to union "objects" and ap- 
pointment to Executive Committee — President ordered that rules particularly in respect to Annual Conference procedures be observ- 
ed and that resolution re alteration of rules at 1984 Annual Conference be treated as recommendation until general meeting called — 
President ordered Slate Management Committee to investigate eligibility of certain persons and take appropriate action to exclude 
those not eligible — President directed Registrar to carry out investigation into financial affairs of union — Further, moneys paid for 
fines and costs incurred after prosecution of employees of union to be recovered — Election to be held to fill vacancy in position 
ofAssistant Secretary — Unions  

'Allegation that certain meetings held by CATU's Committee of Management were null and void due to the alleged expiration of term of 
office of particular officials — Applicant sought orders re proper application of union rules for the administration of the union — 
President considered each order sought on merit and found that the right of certain committee members to act as official represen- 
tatives had ceased (65 WAIG 664) — President found Committee has the right to use its discretion re frequency of general meetings but 
ordered two general meetings for specified dates to discuss all matters and explain the reasons for particular resolutions — Further that 
it was beyond the provision of the rules to order that all "general business" be conducted at general meetings as the Committee is 
substantially charged with the "day to day" running of the union — President ordered that only members holding office in the union 
may attend and participate in meetings of the Committee — Clothing  
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UNIONS — continued 
2 Appeal against Commission's decision refusing application of TWU and FEDFU to be joined to proceedings so that they would become 

parties to award when it issued — Respondents sought award to apply to workers in mining and processing of diamantiferous ore to 
which AWU would be party — Appellants sought to show that work for which they seek coverage is not embraced within membership 
rule of AWU in that AWU rule covers only metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw only question to be whether at time decision was 
made to exclude appellants from award there was material before Commission to support that decision — Full Bench stated that to 
ascertain worker's eligibility for membership, it is first necessary to locate in rule industry in which he/she is employed and then to ex- 
amine exceptions and exclusions to see whether he/she is excluded from eligibility for membership — Following this procedure, Full 
Bench found no reason to suggest that meaning of word "mining" should be restricted to metalliferous mining — Full Bench saw over- 
riding consideration in Commission's decision to secure peaceful carrying on of industry and to permit it to function in most efficient 
manner — Halliwell, C. dissenting — Dismissed — Mining (Diamonds)  775 

UTILISATION OF CONTRACTORS 
Union objected to claimant's retention of contractor to perform work of servicing and maintaining airconditioning units in light vehicles 

— Decision rested on Commission's interpretation of 'Utilisation of Contractors' Clause in relevant award — Commission's inter- 
pretation differed from that of both parties in its broadness and stated that Clause constituted "implied recognition of right of clai- 
mant to retain the services of contractors to perform all kinds of work" — In addition Clause implied that claimant must retain con- 
tractors' services without raising threats against employees' security leading to industrial dislocation — Commission decided on 
balance of evidence that no threat to claimant's employees arose, therefore claimant should not be prevented from retaining contractor 
— Declaration issued accordingly — Granted — Iron Ore (Contracting)  91 

WAGES 
Payment of wages sought by union members who had left their place of employment due to a water supply breakdown — Union claimed 

men entitled to leave workplace because there was no drinking water and unsafe toilet facilities — Respondent denied safety problem 
and claimed that water had been partially restored —- Commission cited Hall v. General Motors (1979; 45 FLR 272 at 279); "it is the 
task of the applicant to demonstrate that there was in fact a hazard of sufficient moment to cause employees to fear for their safety" — 
Commission found insufficient evidence to satisfy criteria — Dismissed — Metal Trades (Railways)  

Application seeking order that respondent pay additional amount on lop of ordinary wage to any person employed as "Temporary 
Clerk" — "Temporary Clerk" deemed to be any employee whose continuing employment not guaranteed by respondent whilst 
business continued at profit level that existed at time of person's employment — Respondent opposed — Application made to cover 
situation which had developed because respondent planned to relocate large proportion of business and had been recruiting people on 
understanding that they might not be retained after the move — Applicant did not criticize respondent for informing potential 
employees that their employment would not be of permanent nature, but submitted that such circumstance justified consideration over 
and above that in award — Commission concluded that any employer entitled to offer persons short term contracts for bona fide 
reasons and if person fully aware of terms, there was no reason for additional considerations — Dismissed — Clerks  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Original copy of application not in evidence as only photocopies available — 
Magistrate found on basis of his own investigation and fact that defendant submitted himself to jurisdiction, he was able to deal with 
case on its merits — Magistrate satisfied on balance of probabilities that defendant was in building construction industry and that com- 
plainant employed on construction work as defined by award — Complaint proved — Building (Construction)  

Employer to bear cost of training new personnel — Union claimed trainees should be paid clerk's rates and clerks in "training role" 
should be paid at supervisory rate — Employer had previously born cost of training but change in policy required trainees to work 
without being paid — Union argued change to be inequitable in that trainee was actually performing clerk's work — Respondent ob- 
jected and argued prospective employees were fully aware of training conditions and that, at that point, relationship was not one of 
employer/employee — Commission agreed with respondent in finding employer/employee relationship not in existence during train- 
ing — Commission also found that clerks in "training role" bore no additional responsibility as respondent had waived provision of 
"Shortages" Clause — Dismissed — Clerks (Racing)  

Employer sought to amend award by adding new equivalent in following terms "four trunks boned on rail with leg and chump attached 
shall equal three carcases" — Union objected and put forward counterproposal — Commission found that the evidence presented 
made decision a "matter of fact and method of boning" and that degree of difficulty and care exercised on boning trunks made up for 
the lesser quantity of product worked upon — Upon comparison with boning out whole carcases Commission found that the tally for 
each such operation should be the same — Applicant's claim not allowed — Commission ordered that for "Trunk on bench or table, 
four trunks shall equal three carcases. For carcases on rail or chain, one carcase shall equal one carcase" — Commission found no 
reason to include "saving" and "reinforcing" counterproposals of the Respondent because directives to employees are employer's 
prerogative — Granted in part — Meat (State)  

Alleged breaches of award re failure to keep satisfactory time and wages record, underpayment of wages and annual leave — Magistrate 
accepted defendent's time and wages record as the most reliable evidence re days worked by employee, but not satisfied with 
employee's evidence re his belief that his position was full-time — On evidence, Magistrate accepted that terms of employment had 
changed at time of downturn in industry and found that employee was only entitled to payment for days actually worked — Award did 
not imply that an employee be paid full wages regardless of number of days or hours worked — However, service found to be con- 
tinuous for purpose of Annual Leave clause — Complaints proved, although re-calculation of wages underpayment necessary in view 
of Magistrate's findings — Building Construction  

Application seeking exemption from operation of (base rate) wage increase orders, based on alleged financial incapacity — Wage increase 
order had specified that exceptions would only be allowed where companies in goldmining industry could show increases would have 
"dire consequences" re their viability (64 WAIG 1773) — Respondents claimed there was no evidence of such in any case — Commis- 
sion agreed in majority of cases presented — However, Commission noted possible damage to viability of North Kalgurli Mines Ltd, if 
flow on of increases took place — After noting that paid wage rates included recent indexation increase of overaward payments, Com- 
mission decided that North Kalgurli should not be exempted from base rate increase, but that paid rates should be less the indexation 
increase of overaward payments — Commission considered such a course maintained uniformity of base rates whilst adjusting 
overaward payment according to the "individual employer's circumstances", in accordance with the Principles — Other claims refus- 
ed — Gold Mining  

■Appeal against Commission's decision (at 65 WAIG 47) re new equivalent set for boners for "trunks" on rail, for purpose of remunera- 
tion — Appellant claimed equivalent set by Commission i.e. "carcase on rail or chain, one trunk shall equal one carcase" should be 
changed to equivalent of boning a trunk on the bench as there was no material distinction between methods — Full Bench noted that 
Commission had rejected bench method as basis of comparison because it involved lesser "carcase" and different techniques — Full 
Bench agreed with Commission's comparison i.e. boning trunk on rail equal to boning whole of carcase on rail — Dismissed — Meat... 

'Wage increase sought for market inspectors — Parties agreed that anomaly existed and set operative date for new rate, but could not 
agree on method of setting rate — Parties requested CICS to clarify method used by Commission to adopt the rate struck in 1982, so 
that same rationale could be used — CICS adopted Commission's considerations in 1982 decision — CICS noted that rates fixed did 
not represent correct work value assessment of duties and responsibilities of employees under discussion and gave leave for parties to 
argue matter, without being prejudiced by current decision, in any post wage fixation principles — Granted — Metro Markets  
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WAGES—continued 
Order sought that employees stood down on two days because of industrial action by other of respondent's employees, be paid their 

ordinary wages for time they were so stood down — Respondent objected — Commission found material presented was not of a kind 
enabling it to make a factual finding and disallowed claim while stating applicant may pursue matter afresh — Dismissed — Printing.... 

'Wage increase sought to establish an "equitable base" for electricians employed by Building Management Authority — Claim had 
been referred to a conference by approval of CICS (at 64 WAIG 1338) — Commission on evidence found equity existed with electri- 
cians employed by Public Works Departments federally and in other states and granted wage increase to being W.A. rates in line — 
Building Management Authority  

Wage increase sought for four classifications of workers employed at Sunday Times — At Anomalies Conference hearing parties advised 
their only change of success was to establish a work value case — Evidence indicated that major technological changes had significantly- 
altered operations in printing and publishing departments — Commission found flow-on to employees of W.A. Newspapers unlikely 
— Calculations of increases made with view to preserving long established relativities among the four classifications — Commission 
found striking of new wage rate applying specifically and to those workers alone, effectively created four new and unique classes — 
Granted — Printing (Newspapers)  

Alleged breach of award re failure to pay wages — Question re whether employee covered by award — Magistrate not satisfied on 
evidence that work carried out was covered by award — Dismissed — Electronics  

Alleged breaches of award re unauthorised increase in rate of wages — Defendant admitted that wages of machinists employed by it were 
increased against order of Commission — Magistrate found that although defendant acted to maintain production of newspaper after 
illegal industrial action by employees, a deliberate breach of award could not be leniently dealt with — Magistrate found that due to 
number of complaints penalty fairly imposed should be for overall breach and fined $750— Proved — Printing  

Employees stood down due to breakdown of machinery — Union claimed workers entitled to wages as stand down could have been 
avoided if employer had conducted proper maintenance — Conflict of evidence — Employee claimed breakdown without warning and 
entitlement to invoke Breakdown Clause — Commission conducted inspections and found employer lost entitlement to Breakdown 
Clause as stoppage could have been prevented — Granted — Meat  

'Wage increase or discontinuation of wage differentiation re minor/major employers sought for aerated and cordial manufacturing 
employees — Union had failed via anomalies conference to prove an inequity existed with federal and other state awards and applied to 
have application in its entirety heard before CICS — CICS noted similar application had been before CICS in 1983 in which a partial 
wage increase flow on had been granted that reflected wage award but not overaward wage increase in the federal arena in 1982 — 
CICS had noted Australian Commission had not recognised overaward increase as it offended the Wage Fixation Principles — CICS 
stated that present application sought to have 1983 decision reviewed on the grounds of the Commission's increased desire to remedy 
inequities with the rest of the Commonwealth and a nexus with the federal award — CICS found "union failed to make a case for fur- 
ther adjustment to the 'equitable base' established in 1983" but noted a review of the equitable base may be considered upon further in- 
vestigation — Dismissed — Manufacturing (Soft Drink)  

WORK VALUE 
Claim re allowance for hand fallers treating unpruned pine trees, for purposes of making chip board — Applicant claimed 

unpruncd trees not included in current piece rate and work outside what was reasonable and normal — Respondent rejected claims 
stating that piece rate had been struck for all types of felling and unpruned trees should not attract additional compensation; further 
claimed allowance outside Wage Fixation Principles (64 WAIG 2210, 4 & 9.) — Board concluded from evidence and inspection that 
work was slower, more difficult, outside normal expectations and that current piece rate did not include work on extensive areas of un- 
pruned trees; further that claim fell within Principles 4.e. and 9.b. (ii) — Board estimated worker's production reduced by 20 percent 
— Allowance granted — Timber  62 

Wage increase sought for four classifications of workers employed at Sunday Times — At Anomalies Conference hearing parties advised 
their only change of success was to establish a work value case — Evidence indicated that major technological changes had significantly 
altered operations in printing and publishing departments — Commission found flow-on to employees at W.A. Newspapers unlikely 
— Calculations of increases made with view to preserving long established relativities among the four classifications — Commission 
found striking of new wage rate applying specifically and to those workers alone, effectively created four new and unique classes — 
Granted — Printing (Newspapers)  690 




